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Abstrsd 

In 1908 the Association for the &vention of Consumption was founded at a public 

meeting in St. John's, Newfoundland. This was the begiming of a systematic campaign 

by the volunteers of the APC often with the ta& support of memben of the govenunent, 

to m a t e  a govenunent-funded anti-tuberculosis campaign in Newfoundland. Four yean 

later thk g d  was achieved and the APC was ~ ~ e d .  The APC's success was achieved 

because of a perceived crisis which expressed iwlf in high rates of tuberculosis and public 

apadiy. "Apadiy" linked the problems of tubercdosis to a larger perceived political cnsis 

which could only be eliminated by finding ways to broaden the participation of the 

population in public debate. 

However. this intefpretation of the problem of tubercuiosis was much more easily 

accepted in St. John's than in the outpons where a more lively debate over the nature of 

the political crisis looked to the economic rulers of the island in St. John's for a solution. 

The inability of St. John's politicians and the APC to deal with the economic questions 

raised by the anti-~berculosis campaign helped to strengthen movements such as the FPU. 

Thus, as the APC spread its message of tuberculosis prevention it also was helping to 

inforrn Newfoundlanders of the contradictions in their society which held up St. John's 

mercham as the apex of respectability without making them responsible for the social 

consequences of theu decisions. 
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Foreword 

This thesis has gone through many changes in its development. Initially developing 

from an interest in the perception of the "envuonment" and in metaphos for punty and 

cleanliness it has turned into an examination of the metaphon and motivations used to 

justify the ana-tuberculosis carnpaign in Nedoundland in the early twentieth century. This 

transformation îs largely the result of my own growing awareness of the historiography of 

tuberculosis and of the various debates going on within Newfoundland ' s historiograp hy . 

In the 1st ten yean the debates in the tuberculosis literature have increasingly tumed away 

from the positivist narratives of the old hismriogrâphy to attempts to analyze the objectives 

and rneaning. within a broader political movement, of the anti-tuberculosis movement in 

North America and Europe. 

The conclusions of the "rnodernizers" have not been too cheerful as they have 

succeeded in demonstrating the often arbiuary and manipulative forces at work in our 

institutions. Broader social and ideological agendas infomed the pol icies and social action 

undertaken to fi@ tuberculosis. In England the adoption of the National Health Insurance 

Act in 191 1 skewed the subsequent administration of tuberculosis care towards sanatorium 

neatment at the expense of broader socio-economic policies such as increasing public 

housing. Similady. in the United States, the adoption of sanatorium treatment meant that 

doctors there were suspicious of preventative treaunents. such as BCG vaccine. which 

acted as a fnewall, keeping patients out of these institutions. Thus one of the primary 

conclusions from these two examples is that the development and entrenchment of the 

institutionai treatment of tuberculosis ofien limited the application of other, possibly more 
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effective and appropriate solutions. Thîs is a rather sad requiem for a movement whose 

primary objectives were plainly laudable. 

This plays on a question which is often asked today with reference to AIDS, "How 

do you deal with the spread of an incurable chtonic disease in yow community? " It is not 

an easy question and gives rise to a series of others Iike, " How would you react to having 

an incurable dïsease?" or "What do you do when a hiend has AIDS?". There is very linle 

to be cheefil about in the reflections these questions promote. When I am pessimistic I 

believe that life is a zero-sum game. There are only w i ~ e r s  and losen and no middle 

gmund for the majority of the population. This is the beauty [sic] of the zero-sum game 

and part of its appeal to the pessimistic mind. By eliminating the middle ground such 

intellectual toys allow for the manipulation of human emotions by forcing people to choose 

be~een  extremes. It also plays upon individuals by using overly simple assumptions to 

argue complex issues ("death is bad" "the unemployed refuse to workn "debt is the result 

of overspending ") . 

This leads to the point that if we are to understand the anti-tuberculosis movement 

in Newfoundland we have to look at the range of issues which presented themselves to 

Newfoundlanden in the early twentieth cenniry where disease was concerned. If 

Newfoundlanden failed to deal with the problem of tuberculosis perhaps we might take 

some comfort in knowing that they failed within their own terms rather than someone 

else's. Most i m p o m t l y ,  1 think we should remember that while Newfoundland and 

Newfoundlanden might not have made the "optimal" choice in 1912 and the anti- 
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tuberculosis campaign might not have been the solution we would want in hindsight, we 

might mke some cornfort in knowing that the solution was not the easiest or most 

ideolog i d 1  y convenient one available. 



Introduction 

On November 24. 1908 an obi- appeared in n e  Evening Telegram recording 

and reflecting on the death from aiberculosis of James Kavanaugh. 

He was in his twairy chird year - tbe bloom of youfh. May Gad grai;it his sou1 eternal 
Thau hast made us for thyself. O Lard. We are thy property - broken lights of the.  Thy 
wüi be Qiie. Tbis is the chhi member of this frunily that died of tbis disease during hur 
years. Mary Kavanaugh died Ocr. 16tk 1904, aged 21 years; m e  died Sept. 1406, aged 
19 years, tbeir their cüed in August, 1 891, of tbe same disease, and now our hearts go out 
in h d e i t  sympathy ro the bereaved mother le& alone.' 

This maudlin celebration was the only prominentiy published ob ituary for a tuberculosis 

rnortality between 1908 and 1912 in either of the two major St John's newspapers. nie 

Daily News and me Eveniing Telegron. Despite hundreds of dearhs annually from the 

disease, Kavanaugh and his family were the only people particularly identifed as victims 

of tuberculosis. This is peculiar as the obiniary occurs in a period of Newfoundland's 

history when tuberculosis was a popular issue. The previous February the Association for 

the Prevention of Consumption (APC) had been founded in St. John's; in the summer of 

1908 a teachers' conference had b e n  held in St. John's to inform the island's educators 

of the dangers of the disease; and in June, 1909 the new governrnent of Edward Morris 

set up a Royal Commission to investigate the state of public health. In short, tuberculosis 

appears to have been on the public agenda. 

But this agenda did not include a discussion of the individuais who actually had the 

disease. In an age when documentaries spring up daily detailing the lives and deaths of 

"People Living wirh AIDSw, the retiœnce, to which the Kavanaugh obituary is an 

' '~ ied of Consumption. ' ihe Evemng Telegram, November 24, 1908, p. 6. 



exception, is inmguing and it raises the question, "What were the people of Newfoundland 

taikïng about when they dûcussed ni*&rculosis if they weren' t talking about its victims?" 

The public campaign agaimt tubercuiosis began in 1908 with the founding of the 

APC. The initial meeting was held in Febniary in the British Hall, now the Spencerian. 

at 77 Bond Street. Though there is no formal record of the objectives of the Association. 

a letter to nie Evening T e l e g m  in M y ,  LW8, described its general plans: 

1) The estabishgig of a cravehg exhibit accompaaied by an expenenced Iechirer. 2) The 
assembkg in SL John's of al1 school teachers for a week of înscnicaon and discussion in 
mafter~ appertaining to the hygienic conditions of schools and children- 3) To eadeavour 
to amuse public sentiment to the necessity of a pmperiy endowed Depanment of Health 
wbich sball bave suitable legal powers for niforcing its regulations.' 

The Association appears to have generated considerable excitement in St. John's and the 

outlying communities. At a meeting the following May it boasted 931 members, 140 in 

St John's and 791 in the outpons. This membership included 25 doctors, 66 clergymen of 

various denominations and 1 13 school ceachers. In addition, local branches of the APC had 

been formed in Carbonear, Greenspond and WesIeyvilIe3. Part of the reason for this rapid 

expansion may have been that its board of directors read Iike a who's who of the local 

elite, including the govemor, local politicians, the clergy of al1 denominations and a wide 

assortment of the local medicai profession. 

With a socially and geographically diverse membership, the APC found it 

necessary to attend carefully to publicity and public information. Until the govenunent 

'"~nti-~onsumpaon Campaign. ' nie Evening Telegmm. July 4. 1908. p. 6. 

3 ' ~ - n i b e ~ u l o s i s  Meeting, " nie Evening Teiegram. May 29. 1908. p. 4. Also '~nti-niberculwis 
Meeting, " The Eventng Telegrm. Iuly 13, 1908. p. 6. 
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could be wnvinced to take over the responsibility, the association was dependent on 

donations. To keep money flowing in it had to keep the public and association members 

idonneci of its acavities through reg* coltmm published both in The Evening Telegmm 

and The Dai& News. Articles written, though rarely signed, by members of the 

association, descnbed iu activities, its receipt of recent donations, and its sponsored 

events . 

The APC ' s campaign agaim t tuberculosis concentrateci primaril y on the prevention 

of the disease through public lectures and individual consultations w ith anti-tubetculosis 

nurses. It was conducted both in St. John's, by nurses. and in the outpom, by hired 

travelling lecnirers. The Association also sponsored conferences designed to develop 

teachen' knowledge of public health and. in St. John's, implemented a home-care scheme 

for tubercuiosis patients and a program to insauct women in the proper care of their homes 

to ensure the prevention of the disease. The Association aiso lobbied the goverment on 

health issues, cuculated information pamphlets and stimulated an awareness of health 

issues relating to tuberculosis in school boards and elsewhere. 

The Association's success between 1908 and 1912 can be measured from the rising 

levels of support which govemment was willing to devote to the activities of the APC. In 

1908 it granted the Association fke postage and an initial cash subsidy of $1,000 to hold 

a teachers' conference in St John's. In 1909. the newly installed Morris regime established 

a Royal Commission to investigate the condition of public health throughout 

Newfoundland and appointed the APC many of the APC's executive its commissioners: 

John Harvey. President of the Association; and prominent local public health advocates 
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Docton H. Rendell. N.S. Fraser. L.E. Keegan and R.A. Brehm. This mit alliance 

between the govemment and the Association allowed the subsidy of APC activities while 

the commissioners made their studies and plmed what should be done. The campaign 

peaked in 1912 with the donation of $100.000 by the Reid family for the construction of 

a sanatorium in St John's and sutteen smailer hospitals around the island. This donation, 

cornbined with the Royal Commission/APC's final report of 1911. prompred the 

government to pass the "TubercuIosis Resolutions", officially creating a govenunent 

prograrn to fght the disease. 

The passage of the these resoiutions signalled the success of the APC and also its 

demise. Som after, the executive and board of directon of the APC concluded the 

Association's activities. In a final pamphlet to the public and to fellow APC members John 

Harvey, President, boasted of their achievements over the previous four years. 

We have seen the Deaths 6orn Consumptioa decrease from 933 in 1906 to 694 in L9L 1, 
and we have also seen a remarkable improvement in the schools tb.rou&out the Colony. 
while information regardhg nibedosis, its causes and ptevention. is now much more 
generai tbao it used to be.' 

According to Harvey, the Association had made a direct impact on the incidence of 

tuberculosis in Newfoundland through its educatiod campaigns and prevention strategies. 

But the crown jewel of the achievements of the APC was the government's cornmiunent 

to continue the fght against tuberculosis. 

Harvey acknowledged that tliis cornmitment was a necessity for a continuing 

campaign against the disease. as only a central govemment had the resources and the 

4 John Harvey, "To the Mernbers of the Associarion Prevennon (sicl of Consumption." PANL GN 
2/5, Fie 119a. 
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ability to coorduiare such a campaign. Harvey noted, in the pamphlet, that over the course 

of iu four-year life the needs of the anti-mberculosis campaign in Newfoundland had 

outgrown the resources available to a private organization. Thus it was only correct that 

governent should step into the gap which the APC had created. As Hamey put it, 

. . ... this stage has been reached and under the changed conditions which the Associaaon 
irself bas been so irisaUmemai in bringiag about, the A.P.C. must of necessity cease to be 
the predominAn'ng factor in the anti-consumption fight ... 5 

The APC had achieved its stated goal of successfully negotiating a govenunent 

cornmitment to punue an anti-tuberculosis policy. 

This statement ended Newfoundland's fust systematic campaign against 

tuberculosis and is a milestone in the banle against the disease. But, there has as yet been 

no attempt to place this movement in the larger context of local evenrs and trends. 

Newfoundland in the early twentiëth cenmry was riding a magnificent wave of optimism 

based on local developments in transportation, communication and manufacturing. 

Technology uansplanted from North America and Europe seemed to herald a new era of 

prosperity for the colony. While the majority of the population still relied on the fishery 

for io livelihood, a modem pulp-and-paper miil was opened in Grand Falls and the "sman 

money" guessed that smn Newfoundland would have ia own indusaiai heanland like 

those of Canada and the United Siates. The anti-tuberculosis campaign launched by the 

APC and the government was a part of this new era. 

This thesis is an attempt to understand the arguments used to justiQ the carnpaign 

and the various interesu which they represented. In effect 1 am trying to answer the 
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question, ' Why did Newfoundland need an ami-tuberculosis campaign? " While this may 

seem to be a juvenile question, the example of James Kavanaugh suggw that the battle 

against tuberculosis was not primarily concerned with individual rnortalities. This in mm 

raises a series of other questions. What were the problems which tuberculosis represented? 

How were these problerns identified and communicated to the population? The supporters 

of the APC were not only nying to fight a disease, they were selling a policy to the 

govemment and people of Newfoundland. This meant that, to be successful, they had find 

a way to appeal to the beliefs of ruling and subject Newfoundlanders. They had to enter 

into the politid debate and make an argument for their policy . While we may assume that 

the simple objective of the govenunent and tfie Association was to save lives and alleviate 

human misery, James Kavanaugh's obituary suggests that a more detailed explanation of 

the fight against tuberculosis is needed in order to understand a debate which aimed at 

swaying government and public opinion. 

In addressing this issue 1 have written the fust chapter as a basic examination of 

the lirerature on the history of tuberculosis. In it 1 ay to explain the major debates in the 

literature and the main schools of thought within those debates and how they relate to 

relevant themes in Newfoundland's historiography. In Chapter Two I look at the general 

beliefs about disease in St. John's at the time of the APC campaign by following a debate 

in the St. John's press over the quality of the city water supply and its relationship to die 

incidence of disease. This chapter aiso tries to show how policies developed by 

Newfoundland's govemment were interpreted by public cornmentators and received by the 

public. In the thud chapter 1 look at the origins and justification of the ami-tuberculosis 
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campaign both in government documents and in the press. While tuberculosis was a 

medical problem it was also a disease which had broad social implications. What were the 

perceived implications for Newfoundland? How did the disease refect on the broader 

health of the community and its political condition? Finally, in the founh chapter I 

examine the perceived results of the ami-niberculosis campaign both in the St. John's and 

in the outport press. As the fight against tuberculosis moved out of St. John's into the 

outports. debate over the disease changed its tone as peopie there made their own 

suggestions on the causes and cure of the disease. This final chapter should give readers 

an idea of how the ami-tuberculosis campaign was implernented in Newfoundland and 

some of the social repercussions of the policy. 



Chapter One 
The Devil Inside 

Tuberculosis is a panicularly nasty disease. It is caused by contact with the 

Mycobc~c~erium tuberculosis, usually through inhalation or the consumption of infected 

food. such as milk. The disease can manifat itself in a number of ways in the human 

body, depending on the site of infection. Recognised fonns of tuberculosis occur in the 

bones, the organs and the lpphatic system of the body, though the most farniliar form of 

the disease is pulmonary tuberculosis. S ymptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis include 

coughing, spining sputurn and blood, fever, night sweats, general weakness, and weight 

loss . 

After initial infection the disease usually spreads slowly. The body's immune 

response to the disease produces smail yet low nodes called tubercles (hence tuberculos is) 

in the infected tissue. If the individual has a weak auto-immune response or is subject to 

repeated infection this "banle" between bacillus and antibody can persist over several 

years, subjecting the patient to a slow decline and death. However. if the patient is well- 

nourished or only subject to a slight infection the body's immune system may be able to 

isolate the infected tissue and prevent the onset of symptoms. 

In the twentieth century several types of medical therapy were developed c deal 

with mberculosis, though this could not change the basic fact that before the 1940's there 

was no consisrenily effective treatment for the disease. For those who could afford it, resr 

and a balanced diet, at home or in a private sanatorium, might anest the disease in its early 

stages. But, these remedies were not generally available and individual patients responded 



differently dependiog on the stage and severity of their infection. 

In the meamime, the medical profession developed a wide range of aeaanents for 

tuberculosis. These vatied from prescriptions to complete bed rest and relaxation or 

graduated levels of activity. They ais0 included various surgical interventions such as 

collapse therapy or artificial pneumo-thorax, by which the infected lung would literally be 

imploded by injecting air into the area between the lung and the chest wall. This stopped 

the flow of oxygen to the lung and thus killed the aerobic tuberculosis bacilli in the 

infected tissue. This aeamient in nini gave the tissue of the lung an opportunity to isolate 

infected areas. Doctors also removed heaviiy infected portions of lungs in an attempt to 

stem the disease. A victory over tuberculosis was achieved in the 1940's with the arrival 

of effective dmg therapies. Although the early aeatments, such as streptomycin, were 

highly toxic they were an improvement over the more invasive surgical treaunents and 

after their introduction the number of tuberculosis mortalities fell dramatically . 

Despite this simple narrative, within the his toriography of tuberculosis there is 

cons iderable debate over the causes and cures of the disease. These competing positions 

faIl into three main groups: the " interventionists" ; the " historicists " ; and the 

"epiderniologists". Each of these groups may be identifed by their approach to a basic 

historical problem which has been described as one of the medical miracles of the 

twentieth century. narnely the decline in the incidence and monality of tuberculosis. 

The first poup, the "interventionists', is probably the most easily recognised. 

1 nvo king the achievemenu of the medical profession in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, these medical historians have described the history of tuberculosis as a tale of 



the heroic self-sacrifice and dedication of countless medical practitionen, scientists and 

clinicians who developed modem medical science and delivered its benefits to the public. 

The philosophy of this type of history is probably best summed up by Henry 

Sigerist, the father of American medical history, in the introduction to his book 

CiMikation undDbease. Sigenst is no shrinking violet when it cornes to the fundamental 

structure of medical history. "No two phenomena could possibly be more different than 

disease, a material process, and civilization, the most sublime creation of the human 

mind".' For Sigerist, disease is the polar opposite of civilization in much the same way 

good exists as a polar opposite of evil. And just as "good" is the cure for "evil', so too, 

civilization is the remedy for disease. 

Although this is fundamenraily an optimistic message, as it implies that humanity 

has a high potential for the controI of disease, the epilogue of Civilizahbn and Disease 

places emphasis on the "potential" rather than the "will". 

What happened in the limiteci field of medicine seems CO have happened in the world at 
1- mEhnoiogy ourxan stxi~i~gy. We have created ingenious ?chines but not the social 
and economic organizaàon chat an industriai sociery requires.' 

We have the abiiity to eliminate many diseases, but S igetist frets thac we lack the political 

will to do so. At the time Sigerist was making a pessimistic statement about the ongoing 

international crisis in 1942. Thus one of the major questions which medical historia of 

this school have to deal with is the concept of "will " . The story of the anti-tuberculosis 

movement before the 1940's û thus a dramatic nanative of people anempting to deal with 

' ~ e n r ~  Sigerist. Civilizatioon and Disme (Ithaca, New York Cornell University Press, 1943). p. L. 

%id.. p. 243. 
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a disease despite theu need for better mls. 

The best example of the history of tuberculosis using this approach is René and 

Jean Dubos' nie White Pfague: Tuberculosis, Man and The Ihbos' is a 

comprehensive history of the fight against tuberculosis nom the ancient Egyptians to the 

twentieth-century United States. One of the overwhelming impressions conveyed by the 

Dubos book is the confusion which existed in the medical profession before Robert Koch 

isolated the tuberculos& bacülus. Diagnosis of the disease was sometimes hindered by the 

variety of syrnptoms it could exhibit depending on which part of the body it infected. 

Management was also hindered by the widespread belief that tuberculosis was hereditary 

rather than contagious. As late as 188 1, the fifi edition of Flint's medical textbook, nie 

~?fncz$dles and Prach'ce ufMdicine, restated the general belief that tuberculosis was a non- 

communicable disease. 

In light of even these most basic barriers to understanding the disease, the 

"interventionists'" identification of Roben Koch as the father of the modem anti- 

tuberculosis movement makes perfect sense. After his discovery of the tuberculosis bacillus 

in 1882 it was possible to identim cases of the disease more readily and to carry out 

general testing campaigns to determine the extent of the problem posed by ~berculosis 

infections. Simply being able to define the extent of the problem was a major victory in 

the fight against tuberculosis and is rightly pointed to as a major turning-point in our 

3 ~ u s t i o  nint, A Treanse on the PNtcipies and Pradce of Medicine: Designed for the Use of 
PramcRtioners and Snuients of Medicine. (Philadelphis?: H-C. ka's Son, 188 1). Cited in René and Jean 
Dubos, 27re Whire Plague: Tuberculosis. Man and Society (London: Victor Gollanez, 1953). p. 69. 
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understanding of the disease. 

However, one might pause after reading the statement, "Now that the fear has been 

personified and the tubercle bacillus is known to be the villain, masures designed to 

prevent its spread have acquired the compelling strength of common sense".' This quote. 

more than any other, points to the major weakness of Sigerkt's and the Dubos' approach 

to the history of tuberculosis. Justifiing a course of action by calling it a recognition of 

"common sensew is at best condescend-hg and at worst misleading. The question for the 

"interventionists" is not, "why did we fight tuberculosis?", rather it is "who fought 

tuberculosis, where, when, how and with what?". These are legitimate questions but do 

they supply al1 the necessary answers? 

In Newfoundland's history of tuberculosis this type of analysis is represented by 

Edgar House's Light at LaFt: Triumph over TuberculosLr, 1900-1975, Navfoundland and 

Labrador. House's book is very much in the spirit of Sigerist as it describes the rising 

wave of public action and government cornmitment to fight tuberculosis, culminating in 

the successful introduction of chemotherapy of the 1950's. This steady progress against 

the disease is reflected in the graphs of Riberculosis monali ties for Newfoundland between 

1901 and 1975- These show a steady decline. The defeat of the disease is also amibuted, 

in House's dedication, ' . . . to the huge team of 'ordinary ' men, women and children who 

have given so freely of theu the, talent and money to assist in the control of 'the Captain 



of the Men of death'"' For House the banle against tubercuiosis in Newfoundland is the 

story of a community versus an arbiaary and heartless killer. 

We are apilslW whn we nzui that, during the Great War of 19L4-1918, 1295 young men 
of the Newfbundland Reghem gave chir Lives in dethse of fitedom. In the same five 
year @ai. 3498 NewCwndhnQrs of ail ages were killed by TB, the 'Corritaru hader. " 
and rhousaids of others çartied the stars foc the rest of their daYs? 

This is a sthing account of the banle between biology and human determination but reads 

as a rather disjointed account of private and govemment agencies d l  aaempting to move 

towards the same goal with greater and lesser degrees of success. The dtimate victor in 

the banle is the cenaal government which by bringing to bear its organisational authority 

and resources , decides the battle. 

The second school of thought on tuberculosis is the "historicist". This group is 

dominatecl by q~anti~the historians who have attempted to analyze statistical information 

on death rates and diseases from the nineteenth century. The most widely known 

application of this data is Thomas McKeownls me Modem Rise of Population. Looking 

at mortality rates fkom the nineteenth century, McKeown noted that while the 

"interventionists* claimed that the medical profession was responsible for the decline in 

disease monality. in fan disease mortaiities had been declining for most of the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries on a c w e  which appeared to bear littie relationship to medical and 

scientific developrnents. In this book McKeown argued that this steady decline in the 

mortality rate in England, and Europe, could be attributed to the economic growth of the 

5 Edgar House. t i g k  ar Lat: Tkiumph over Tuberculosis, 11900 - 1975. Newfoundland and Mrador  
(Sc. John's, Newfouiidland: Jespersen Press, 198 1). p. v. 
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eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and a concurrent improvement in the population's 

numtion rather than any achievement of medical science.' 

McKeown's work has a t ~ a ~ t e d  wnsiderabIe attention and debate in history 

journais. Over the past decade several quantitative historians have questioned aspects of 

his anaiysis. One of the strongest attacks has been Simon Szreter's 1988 article, "A Re- 

Interpmation of the Role of Public Health" published in the fxst volume of The Jmmd 

of the W a I  Histov ofMedicine. In Szreter's opinion, McKeown's mortality rates were 

flawed by an imbalance in the ratios between respiratory diseases and intestinal diseases. 

This is important as it hides irnpmvements in municipal sanitation and water supplies 

which were hinded through local public h d t h  grants from the British govenunent. 

Additionail y, Szreter explained that in the lare nineteen-€mies and early fifiies 

McKeown worked with the National Health Service in Great Britain. At the time he was 

engaged in a debate with physicians over the most cost-effective suategies for controlling 

disease in the English population. By proposing his thesis, McKeown was attempting to 

balance the advocates of expensive clinical intervention w ith more efficient macro- 

economic social forces. Szreter suggested that the application of this political agenda to 

medical history results in a narrative which obscures the impact on McKeown's statistics 

of a declining mortality from intestinal diseases. This declining mortality rate was due to 

greater Uivestment in local water and sewage systems. To overlook this is to disguise the 

impact of I d  public health expenditure on the English death rate. The upshot of this was 

7 Thomas McKeown, The Modem Rise of Population (London: Edward Amold, 1976). pp. 153- 154. 
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that local public h d t h  expendinires and the policies of local govemenrs were ignored 

by McKeown's thesis.' 

As time has passed. other historians have entered the h y ,  and the confusion of 

their debate might be interpreted as a vindication of the saying 'lies, damned lies and 

statistics". One of the main points of debate over McKeown is the ease with which 

mortality statistics fiom the nineteenth cenairy may be rnanipulated as statisticians establish 

their preferred weighted averages. While intuitively it makes sense to amibute declining 

mortalities CO improved nutrition it is almost impossible to prove a causal relationship 

between a particular rise in standards of living and a decl ining death rate. One example of 

this dilemma is N d  McFarlane's work on tuberculosis in Glasgow during the fust half of 

the mentieth century. For much of this period Glasgow had one of the highest rates of 

tuberculosis in the British Isles. Governrnent and doctors made a considerable effort to 

solve this problem. McFarlane notes that one of the problems policy-makers had to 

confront was studies which indicated that among populations resettled in government 

housing, tuberculosis rates actually increased despite the move to less crowded 1 iving 

conditions. 

McFarIane is quick to point out that there could be many conflicting variables at 

work in such a situation; for example, higher rents may have forced the relocated tenants 

to skunp on their food budgets. But the cost of this ambiguity was the continued scepticism 

8~imon Sneter. "The Impormce of Social Intervention in Britain's Monaliiy D e c l k  c. 1850 - 
1914: a Re-interpretation of the Role of Public Health.* The Journal of the Social History of Medicine, 
Vol- 1 no. 1. (April. 1988). pp. 1-37. 
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of medical officiais regarding the influence of public housing (downwards) on the 

incidence of tuberculosis. As a result local o€ficials continued to spend excasively on 

sanatoria to the point that Glasgow had the highest number of tuberculosis beds in Great 

E3ritain9. In McFarlane's opinion the " interventionists ' used the ambiguity regarding 

houshg in Glasgow to skew health pûlicy in favour of sanitorium treatments at the expense 

of local public health measures such as public housing. 

McKeown's thesis ù &O complicated by the weakness of many statistical sources 

which historiaris m u t  resort to as they try to make arguments about nineteenth- and some 

twentieth-œntury demographics. An exampie of the problems which the nineteenth century 

can present to statisticians is discussed by Allen Mitchell in "An Inexact Science: The 

Statistics of Tuberculosis in Late Nineteenth-Century France". Mitchell's article describes 

some of the problems of nineteenth-century vital statistics and especially tuberculos is 

statistics. Part of the difficulty stems fiom the considerable stigma attached to the disease. 

Family sharne over a tuberculosis death ofien prompted people to bribe doctors to change 

the cause of death on death certificates. Another k t o r  was the late development of a legal 

structure in the French government supponing the collection of national vital statistics. 

Thus, whiie accurate figures might be available for many French cities, which kept aack 

of deaths, births. and marriages at a municipal level, information h m  rural areas was 

9 Neil McFarlane, *Hospitais. Housing, and Tuberculosis in Glasgow. 19 1 1 - 5 1. " The J o w I  of rhe 
Social History of Medicine, Vol. 2, no. 1 (April. 1989). pp. 59-85. 
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often undependable or simply non-existent.'O When Mitchell finally arrives at a point 

where he may compare economic indicarors for the late nineteenth œntury in France with 

the disease rares, we are left feeling umure of the value of any of the information we have 

been given on the tuberculosis rates, and its cornparison with economic data. More 

generally it was not until well into the twentieth cennrry that the organs of the state had 

developed sufficientiy to beg in to collect comprehens ive s tatistical information on the 

population. Therefore nineteenth- and early twenuethcentury statistics must be approached 

with some caution. Despite these problems there are still many historians who support 

McKeown' s thesis. 

As yet no hinory of Newfoundland's tuberculosis epidemic has been written using 

McKeownts thesis. Ecommic histories of Newfoundland and Labrador point to the Second 

World War as the economic m i n g  point for the island. Before this, in the nineteenth 

cenniry, the economy had been based on the fishery and characterized by low incomes and 

literacy levels. In the twentieth cennuy, production expanded to include substantial mined 

and forestry activityL1. However it was not until the Second World War that 

Newfoundland's economy began ro experience substantial growth as a result of wartime 

investment and spending. By this time the colonial regime had created a fairly efficient 

10 A. Mircheii, "An Inexact Science : The Statistics of Tuberculosis in Late Nineteentfi-Century 
France, " The Journal of the Social History o f  Medicrie. Vol. 3, no. 3 (December, 1990). pp. 3 8 7 4 3 .  

"~aoct E. Mier Pitt. 'Economy . ' in I.R. S d w o o d ,  ed. Eneyelope. of Ni?@oundM and 
Labrador. Vol. I (St. John's, Newfoundland: Newfoundiand Book Publishers (1967). 198 1). pp. 667- 
675. See also David G. Alexander. Atlann'c Canada ond Co@ederananon: Essays in h a d i a n  Political 
Econorny (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983). 



civil se- and vital statistics were generaily reliable. Afier the war prosperity continued 

and was augmented by Confederation with the sister Dominion, Canada. This gave 

Newfodand access to a vast supply of resources through goverment transfen such as 

baby bonuses and old-age pensions. Later came unemployment insurance and sociaiized 

medicine. A cursory review of tuberculosis monality rates from the begi~ing of the 

twentieth œnairy shows a downward trend during the years from 1900 to 194û. However. 

this decline accelerated dramatically after 1940 and suggests that at least in 

Newfoundland's case McKeown's inierpretation of diseases and living standards warrants 

cons ideration. '' 

However, histdans should be cautious when they amibute a definite cause to any 

series of events. This danger is demonstrated by the final group in this analysis. This 

group, the "epiderniologists", is marked by a more structural approach to the history of 

disease. In an attack on Simon Szreter's 1988 article criticizing McKeown, Sumit Gupta 

cites James C. Riley and proposes a third alternative for explaining falling levels of disease 

mortal ity . 

Riley's work indicates that impmvement in longevity was amibutable not so much to 
a reducàon in the amount of iUness suffered by the population. but rather to a reduction 
in the number of cases with a fatal outcome- It folIows then that changes in the 
popLuion's resistaiice to infécaon ratfier than changes in its exposure CO it were the source 
of the reduction in rno~taiity.'~ 

This third group focuses on the biolog ical relations hip berween organisms and their hosts. 

L3~umit Gupta. "The Importance of Social intervention in England's Mortaiiry Decüne: The 
Evidence Reviewed." nie Journal of the Smai Hi'srory of Medicine, Vol. 7 ,  no. I (April, 1994), pp. 89- 
113. 
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The best historiml satement of historical/epidemiological laws is William 

McNeill's Plagaes und Peuples. According to McNeill, one of the defining characteristics 

of an epidemic is that it is never lûû% W. As it kills, the epidemic passes over those 

with greater resistance. McNeill explains this by using a hosdparasite relationship as a 

metaphor for the relationship bewen peuple and diseases. The logic of this is that the aim 

of a parasite is not to kill, but to live off the avails of the host. The most "successful" 

diseases, or parasites, are those which manage to establish a continuing symbiotic 

relationship with their host. Any disease which kills the body it is inhabiting cannot be 

viewed as "successfulW because it places its own existence at nsk. Some parasites can 

postpone the ultimate logic of this dilemma by moving rapidly fkom one host to another. 

However, ultimately they must develop a stable relationship with a community of hosts or 

perish. Accordingly organisms which are initially fatal to a population are forced to 

gradually lose their virulence as they and their host populations adapt to each other. Over 

the course of three or €ive generations the most virulent strains of a disease die off 

(collapse under the weight of their intemal contradictions?) while the less virulent strains 

survive and prosper. 

In the case of tuberculosis the more epidemiologically-rninded among medical 

historians note that while the disease has been endemic in the human population for 

thousands of years, within the past four hundred years a tuberculosis epidemic swept 

across the Europe and North America. In Europe especially this plague was felt when an 

increasing population and an increas ing 1 y urbanued one encourageci the spread of the 

disease. Looking at w hat statistics are available, the " epidemiolog ists " agree that through- 
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out mon of the nineteenth century the incidence of tuberculosis was declining rather than 

increasing. They suggest that it is most probable that this was the result of organism and 

human adapting to each other rather than by any economic changes or specific measures 

taken by h~maris.'~ Understandably this position is an anathema to many medical historians 

of S igerist's leanings. 

Comb ined, the positions above describe the main historiograp hical debate within 

the literanire on tuberculosis. Each position cornes with its own set of assumptions about 

the disease and each is valid in a 1 imited sense. Yet none completely explains the decline 

in the incidence of the disease as each occupies an exclusive intellectuai sphere. For the 

" Uiterventionists" hurnan action is the goveming force in the history of tuberculosis. For 

the "historicistsw it is the invisible hand of macro-economic factors which is the 

determining factor. For the "epidemiologists " the most important factor in the description 

of the history of tuberculosis is the biology of the bacteria itself. This diversity is probably 

the strength of this debate. Combineci. the three hypotheses provide a broad canvas for the 

exploration of historical forces which have acted on tubeniulosis. 

This debate, however, has not addressed the more complex reason of why the anti- 

tubercdosis movement occurred when it di& But, in the last two decades a new discussion 

of tuberculosis has begun to evolve in the historical literature. This debate sees tuberculosis 

as part of a broder " maiernizationn movement in western society at the begi~ing of the 

1 bornas M. Daniel: Joseph H. Bats; KWiariir A Dowues. 'History of tuberculosis, " in Bvry R. 
Bloom. ed, Tuùerculosis: Pathogenesis, Protection, and Connol (Washington, D-C.: ASM Press, 1994)- 
pp. 13-16. 
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twentïeth cencury. 'Modernizationw is a tem which popularly suggesû machines and the 

use of machines for the measurable improvement of individual's [ives. Historians, 

however, take a much broader approach to the subject." Jacques Ellul, in The 

Technadogicd Wety, descni  a basic dich0ta-n~ in the definition of technology. On the 

one hand is the popular conception of kchnology as referring to machines. He observes 

that this is due to the ". . .fact that the machine is the most obvious, massive, and 

impressive examp le of technique.. . " . " But Ellul is more interested in the way the machine 

integrates with society, than in the artifact itself. He is exercised over what he descn'bes 

as "technique". Technique is a much broader organising principle of which technology is 

the mechanid subset. It includes inte t lecnial, economic, social and human subdivisions. 

EIlul describes these categories as similar in dieu goals but dissimilar in theu organization. 

The point which links them is their application of hurnan consciousness to the environment 

to fuid the "...one best means in every fieldn .17 The point seems to be Ellul's expression 

of extreme pessimism about a future dominated by "technique". By allowing and even 

encouraging this application of technique to human cornmunities we risk, Ellul fean, 

leeching out Our humanity as calculation cornes to dominate human Iife at the cost of 

sincere expression and emotion. 

Sirnilarly , William kiss in nie Domination of Nmure, discusses the social impact 

 or a more te~ûnologicai interpretatioo of 'Moderiiinrioo" in Newfoundland see: Wùliam Reeves. 
Wur Yankee Cousins 5 Modemkution md the NWoundW-Amencan RelonOmhip, 1898-1 910. (PMI 
Thesis) Orono. Maine: University of Maine, 1987. 

16 Jacques Ellul, The Technoiogical Sdezy (New York A l k d  A, Knopf, 1964). p. 3. 



of modem science and technology. As die title indiates, Leiss 's book is a discussion of 

the "domination of naturew by humanity. It is an examination of the utopian visions of a 

modern world which harness nature for the benefit of society. Leiss describes it as, "...the 

analysis of some of the ways in which men have represented to thernselves the relationship 

becween the accomplishments and the dreams of theu sciences on the one hand and their 

expectations of social improvement on the other."18 Leiss is dismrbed by the unstated 

assumptions of these visions. 

Concepts boch clarify aod conceai the nature of the pbenomena which they are supposed 
to represenc- For example. the idea of the "naturd rights of man" announceci the coming 
of a new policical order and simultaueously helped to mask the reality of an economic 
system characterired by bitter exploitation and ciass c~oflict.'~ 

He continues the example of the " natural rights of man" in the final chapter. 

The legend of the equality of ngfits and individual freedom, however, together with the 
illusion of popular choice under the conditions of mas democracy, d l  veii the redty in 
wbich the decisiors of the few govem the lives of the many. The coatradl*ctioas between 
the abstract universal form of the doctrine - the universai equalicy of rights - and the 
concrete particuiar interests of the minonty who d e  capicalist society remains 
unresolved .x 

Leiss fears that the domination of nature will end up strengthening the dominant classes 

in a capiralist society rather than impmving the general well-being. The "domination of 

naturen becomes the "domination of mann. 

The fears of Ellu1 and Leiss are the outer clothing of deep misgivings in western 

Iiterature over modernisation. While theü fean might k e n  disrnissed as the paranoia of 

% i a m  Leiss. me Doniidon of Nature (Boston: Beacon Press, 1974). p. 10. 

'fiid.. pp. 10- 1 1. 

"fiid., p. 169. 



the 1960gs, a growhg body of work identifies the deficiencies of modernisation in western 

society in terms of the definitiow supplied by Ellul and Leiss, that is, in technique as 

destructive of individuality, as Ellul fears, or the enmenchment of an autocratie niling 

elite, as Leiss fear~. 

One of the major deficiencies of the debate over the decline in the incidence and 

monality from niberculosis has been an examination of the reasoning behind that 

p henomenon and the effect it had on individuals. The " interventionists ' " approach to 

medical history is implicitly focussed on human actions and events, but it generally 

assumes the perspective of a victorious general sweying the field of battle. Similarly, the 

" historicists" and the "epidemiologists " , rhough espousing inzeresting theories. are so 

locked into theu analysis that there seems to be Little room for the participation of 

individuais except as victims or non-victims of disease. 

The book most often cited as the inspiration for the linkage of ideas about 

tuberculosis and society to modem disease is Susan Sontag's mess  as Metaphor. Her 

work is largely a polemic against the metaphors used to explain disease. In the introduction 

she States, 

My suhjecc is mt physicai üiness itself but the uses of iliness as a figure or metaphor. My 
point is tbat ükss is not a rntaphor, and that the most mthfirl way of regarding ilhess - 
and tbe bedthiest way of king iii - is one most purified of. most fisrnt to, metaphoric 
-g." 

Thus. in conaast to the ' interventionists " , " historicists " and "epidemiologists " . Sontag is 

making the fundamental point that disease and our ideas of disease are two separate 

"susan Sootag, Ilhss as Metaphor (New York F m ,  Straus and Giux, 1978). pp. 3 4 .  
Sonrag 's work can be classified as an application of the ideas of Michel Foucault- 



entities. For Sontag a disease is a label which suggesu the feawes and personality of the 

afflicted individual. The problem is that these labels o k n  take precedence over the basic 

fact that diseases kill people. 

Sontag descnies the popular views of tuberculosis and cancer. Both of these 

diseases have been subject to metaphor as people have tned to demibe their symptorns. 

Sontag is intrigued to point out that while the two diseases are different, cancer holds a 

place once occupied by tuberculosis, a place that has now been surrendered to cancer as 

the former has become a aeatable, and thetefore non-threatening, disease. 

TB is disintegration, febriiization, dematenalilanon: it is a disase of tiquids - the body 
rurning to p h l e p  and mucus and s p u m  anâ, finally. blood - and of air. of the need for 

7 9  

better air. Cancer is degeneration, the ixxiy tissues nirning into somethiag bard, - 
The observer's awareness of the disease is governed by the images associated with the 

disease rather than with the afflicted individual. Metaphors, such as those cited above, 

becorne a script from which to act out social apprehensions about a particular disease. The 

cost of this is the sufferer's loss of humanity as he or she becomes an object for others. 

In 1989 Sontag reiterated her point using AIDS as the example. She described in 

more detail her experience with and impression of disease and metaphor. 

Twelve years ago. when 1 became a cancer patient, what paaicularly enraged me - and 
distracted me h m  my ow temr  ami despair at my doctors' gloomy prognosis - was 
seeing how much the very reputafion of this illness added to the suffering of those who 
have it. 23 

Sontag's work is directly relevant to the experiences of gay men, dnig users and 

hemophiliacs over the past decade and a half. The description of these "victims of AIDS" 

p. 13. 

23 Susan Sontag, A D S  and irs Metaphors (New York Farrar. Straus aad Gioux, 1989), p. 12. 



as contracting AIDS in the 'good way" (blood transfusions) or the 'bad way" (sexual 

intercourse or intravenous dnig use) speaks to the subtle hypocrisies which pervade our 

lives and shelter us from the grim reaiities of terminal diseases and death. Sontag daims 

that petty evasions and "mysteries", which we build around terminal disease, create the 

justifications for interference in victim's lives. 

Medical historians have wt ignored the social implications of disease. These have 

been explored by Charles Rosenberg in his essay, "Fming  Disease: Illness, Society, and 

History". Rosenberg's work is largely informed by an analyticd debate in medical history 

over the nature of disease. This debate splits disease into two types, ontological and 

physiological. In the former, disease is an objective unit: in the latter, each disease and 

each case are unique events dependent upon the characteristics of the afflicted individual." 

(This is roughly equivalent to debates between positivist and relativist historians.) For 

Rosenberg, disease is much more than simply a "Iess than optimum physiological statew. 

The reaiity is obviously a good deal more complex: disease is at oace a biological event, 
a gerieration-specific repenoire of verbal constructs reflecting medicine's inteilectuai anci 
insfiauiomi b r y ,  an occasion for and potennal legitimaaon of public policy, an aspect 
of social role and individuai - intrapsychic - identity, a sanction for cultural values, and 
a saucniriog element in doctor-patient interactions. In some ways disease d ~ e s  not exist 
umil we have a g d  that it daes. by perceiving, namine. and fesponding to it? 

Rosenberg is nothing if not inclusive. Disease, for Rosenberg, is a process which 

legitirnates a broad series of formal and informal institutions from the medical profession 

to the use of cleaning fluids. Disease, rather than existing as a distinct essence. as Sigerist 

24 Charles E. Rosenberg. Explainihg Epidemics and Other SCudia in the Hktory of Medicine (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1992). p. 317. 
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wodd have us believe, is a process. It changes and is relaûelled as the institutions around 

it change. Though Rosenberg might not agree with such a broad generalization, his 

statement suggests that "disease is not a problem until we say it is a problem " . 

The works of Ellul, Leiss, Sontag and Rosenberg are intiguing as they beg a 

question about the history of tuberculosis and the anti-tuberculosis movement. By the late 

nineteenth century, when the anti-niberculosis movement was in its infancy, the disease 

had been a common feature of western life for hundreds of years. It was not new or 

unfarniliar and its mortalities could legitimately, and callously, have been seen as the 

expected operating cost of a community. It also appean that the mortality rate for 

niberculosis was declining in Europe and North America by this time without any large- 

s d e  intervention by the stare or voluntary organisations. This said, the question is, 'what 

was the problem which tuberculosis represented to the anti-mberculosis advocates of the 

late nineteenth and early mentieth centuries?". Tuberculosis w a  nothing new and the 

death rate in many cases was already in decline. What were the advocates of the movement 

trying to achieve and what were the problems they were responding to? 

Historians have suggested that the discovery of the tubercuiosis bacillus was the 

causal factor in the development of the anti-tuberculosis movement and have recounted the 

history of niberculosis as outlined earlier in this chapter. However, in the past decade a 

new literatufe has begun to evolve which attempts to link the campaign against tuberculosis 

into the broader ideologies of modernisation which were current in Europe and North 



Arnerica in the early twentieth century? This was a campaign based on the howledge 

provided by researchers such as Koch, but with additional social agendas added. 

The social implications of the anti-tuberculosis campaign are explored in Linda 

Bryder 's Bebw the Magic Mowuain: A SmuI History of TrbcrculosLr NI Twentieth- 

Centue Briroin. Bryder's work is an attempt a> fiIl in some of  the broader experiences 

of this campaign and desccl'be the ideology which promoted the prevention of tuberculosis 

in Britain but did not support the use of the BCG Calmerte et Guérin) vaccine (See 

below) . 

According to Bryder, in the early twentieth century niberculosis was not just a 

medical problem, it had also a larger dimension. Thus, Bryder points out, 

For same sufikm fnim tubetcul&. the social çonsequeires of the disease were far worse 
than its physical &féstations, In the h t  haif of the cwentieth cenniry nibercuiosis was 
not only a major kiiler. it also became a social problem." 

Any long-term cure for the disease had to address the social as well as the biological 

causes of infection. Bryder points to the various snategies used by the medical profession 

in Briÿiin to demonstrate the ideologies at work within the anti-tuberculosis movement. 

These often emphasised the need to regulate the lives of tuberculosis patients and 

%is is a npidly expanding field of historiognphy. The North-Amcrican expenence of rhe ami- 
tuberculosis movement has been discussed in Michael E. TeMer, The Tùberculosis Movenenr: A Public 
Health Campaign in the Progressive Era (New York: Greenwood Press, 1988); and in Georgina D. 
Feldberg, Disme and Closs: Tuberculosis and rhe Shaping of Modem North Amerrcan Smarety (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Ress, 1995). Tlie British expenence has been discussed in: F.B. 
Smith, î3e Rmeat of T&emlosis, 18.50 - 1950 (New York: Croom Helm, 1988); and in Linda Bryder, 
Beiow the Magic Mouruain: A Social History of Tuberculosis in Twentietit-Century BK& (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988). 

2'7 Linda Bryder, Beiow the Magic Mountain: A Social History of Tuberculasis in IWmieth-Ceruury 
Bniain (Oxfotd: Clarendon Press, 1988). p. 6. 



"inoculate" them against the possibility of further infection. This was a prmess of 

education carrïed out ideally in the sanatorium where seved treatxnents were available to 

heal the body and build the character of tuberculosû patients. 

One such straregy was work therapy . This was a tuberculosis treatment which was 

designed to strengthen the constitution of the patient and prevent the development of 

idleness during an extended convalescence in a sanatorium. Patients would be prescribed 

tasks ranging From gardening to heavy construction work to assist their recovery and 

reinforce their work ethic. These regimes , however, were not applied consistently across 

the specaum of tuberculosis patients. Sir Clifford Allbun, an authority on the treatment 

of tuberculosis and Regius Professor of Physic at Cambridge University in the early 

twentieth century, discussed one of the problems of work therapy: 

. ..patients who paid from a pound qwards for maintenance [in a sanatorium] . . . . could 
not be induced to engage systematicaiiy in manuai labour. He [Albun] explaineci chat 
patients of this class were not used to labour with theu han&. it weaxied them, and they 
soon tirai of itO3 

Apparently, those who paid the piper could cal1 the tune, or, more to the point, those who 

paid the doctor could fil1 out the prescription. 

The "sociai problem" which, Bryder believes, was being addressed by the anti- 

tuberculosis movement in Britain was national eficiency. National emciency is a vague 

concept covering a broad variety of social ideals popular at the beginning of  the twentieth 

century. G.R. Searle defined it as "...an attempt to discredit the habits, beliefs and 



institutions that put the British at a handicap in their cornpetition with foreigners. .. "lg. It 

was an attempt to combine the goals of empire with the principles of accounting. By 

eliminating the "expenses " of a society, such as disease, poverty, and ignorance, the 

proponents of 'efficiencyw h@ to make Britain better society . The ultimate goal of this 

rnovement was to foster the growth of the domestic economy and population and thus the 

growth of national power. By reducing the rnonality from tuberculosis, authorities hoped 

to encowage the population to grow more quickly. Expenses "wastedW on caring for the 

sick could be düected to more profitable activities. The institutions created to "curew 

tuberculosis also serveci as an oppoRunity to inculcate social viraies in the population, such 

as thrift, patience and docility. 

Bryder's attention to nationai efficiency gives a political dimension to the scientific 

advances of Robert Koch and the uunpaign against tuberculosis. 

It did mt cake the bacteriologicai revoluaon to point to a connection benveen niberdosis 
and the conditions (or habits) of the poor. wfiich was the basis of the preveutative work- 
A more important factor in the rise of the ami-tuberculosis campaign appeared to be a 
heightened concern in the late nineteenth and eariy wenaech ceriniries for the physicai 
cooditiom of the p p l e  as it afhcted ouionai e f f i c i e n ~ ~ . ~ ~  

The knowledge of germs created a system of knowledge which was able to explain the 

incidence of disease and link it directly to a social cause. But knowledge of the cause of 

tubercuiosis did not guarantee that measures would be taken to prevent its spread, until a 

reason for such action was found. National eficiency was a manifestation of the period's 

"G.R. Searle. nte Quest for Nolaanai Emency: A Sm in Btitish Politics ond Poüriml ntoughr. 
1899 - 1914 (Las Angeles: University of California Press, t 97 l), p. 54. 

30 Bryder, Beiuw, pp. 21-22. 
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nationalism which was based on ideas of "race" and national culture. it was intimately 

intemineci with the anti-tubercuiosis movement, which was directly concemed with 

altering the behaviour of the population to strengthen the nation by improving the hedth 

of individual citizens. 

One episde in the history of tuberculosis which is o k n  used to point out the 

ideologid underpinnings of the anti-tuberculosis campaign for the " modernisation school' 

is the rejetion of BCG (Bacille Calmette et Guérin)" vaccine by the mainsneam medical 

profession in Great Britain and the United States between the two World Wars. BCG 

vaccine came into generai use in France in the 1 9 2 0 ' ~ ~  but was greeted with considerable 

suspicion in Great Britain and the United States, where a considerable medical 

infiastructure had been developed to mat tuberculosis. This suspicion was bolstered by the 

research and francophile amtude of Aiben Calmettex one of BCG's developen. Combined 

with poor publicity over the following decade, this discouraged the widespread use of the 

vaccine outside France. However. as time passed, a growing body of literature began to 

demonstrate that BCG was an effective prophylaxis against tuberculosis. 

Smith suggests that if British medicai authorities had decided to adopr BCG vaccine 

earlier, thousands of deaths could have been avoided. The point made by authon such as 

Smith, Feldberg and Bryder is that an effective treatment was not adopted because of a 

deep-seated scepticisrn in British and American medical establishments which represented 

31 Bryder, Below, pp. 243 - 245: F.B. Smith. The Reneu of Tubet~tllosis~ I850 - 1950 (New York: 
Croom Helm. 1988). pp, 194 - 203. 

32 Smith, Retrem, p. 194- 



the vested interests of the ami-tubemiIosis indusm. The specific interest was the 

sanatorium m e n t  which had fatemi the careers of thousands of medical proféssionals. 

Once these resources had been allocated it was difficult to change the emphasis pl& on 

one component of the anti-tuberculosis saategy, such as placing greater emphasis on 

prevention over treaawnt. 

Tuniuig to the historïography of Newfoundland the issue of modernisation has yet 

to be fully investigated. David Alexander's last article, "Literacy and Economic 

Development in Nineteenth-century Newfoundland" , addressed the issue of ideology and 

government spending on programs for the public "goodW. Before his untimeiy death 

Alexander wote extensively on the history and problems of Newfoundland's economy in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. After having anaiyzed various explanations of 

Newfoundland's persistently poor eçonomic performance he attempted to plot a 

relationship between the levels of literacy on the island and govemment spending on 

ducation. If govemment spending had been higher, would NewfoundIand have been better 

able to exploit ewnomic opportunities as they appeared? There is no answer to this 

question but in the conclusion to his article Alexander ponders the domestic implications 

of a society polarisai between a literate élite and an illiterate majority. 

Wi& differences in educarional skiiis and information betweea a g o v e h g  élite and the 
m a s  of tbe population can breed an unwarranted defktence on the one hanri a d  a sel6sh 
noblesse oblige on the 0th- D aisa brecds a duggisfi inteiiecnial Life and an u&u&uive 
and ineffecave debate about the goals of the d e t y  and how bey must be realized. 
Anyone who surveys the economic and poliacai bistory of Newfoundland cnmuit escape 
the impression of a political culture which was sunk in a mediocnty which the country and 



its people did aor ood? 

Alexander's point echoes S.J.R. Noel's, in Pofitia in Nav/oundland, that one of the weak 

links in Newfoundlanâ society bas been its elected leaders." Alexander goes on to suggest 

that an intellectual portrait of the idand rnight help to explain the allocation of resowces 

in Newfoundland society and clariQ this failure. 

The f~ lure  of Newfound1andts economy, institutions, and leaders is a frequently 

recurrïng theme in the island's historiography. Thus any examination of the development 

of an anti-tuberculosis campaign on the island has to deal with a very srnail secondary 

literature and a tradition which ïs highly scepticai of Newfoundland society. One 

contribution is Patricia O'Brien's entry on tuberculosis in The Encyclopedia of 

Newfoundlond and Ldrador. O'Brien's description of the ear ly anti-tuberculos is 

movement in Newfoundland uses Bryder's concept of national efficiency to explain the 

motivations driving the carnpaign. Newfoundlanders perceived the disease as a drain on 

the local economy. By eliminating this drain the government and members of the 

Association for the Prevention of Consumption hoped that Newfoundland ' s aggregate 

national weaith could be increased and its health education bettered." This in nirn would 

result in a stronger population, because it would be healthier. and a stronger nation, 

because its econorny would be more prosperous. 

=~avid  G. Aiexander, Atlnnrc Chaah Md Con$ederation: Eisays in M i o n  Poüticaf Economy 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1983). p. 136, 

34 S. J-R. Noel. Politics in NavJoowrdlarrd. Tomnto: University of Toronto Press, 197 1. 

3%aaicia O'Brien. 'Tubercuiosis. ' Encyclopedia of Nkwfiounddlond ond Lubrodor. Vol. 5. m. 430- 
432. 
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These intentions suggest a degree of planning and foresight net u s d l y  found in 

Newfoundland's politicians. They also raise questions about the arguments used justifjf 

the campaign anci the methods of the early volunteer campaign. Instead of looking at 

Newfoundland and seeing the deficiencies in its past can we idenaq the patterns in local 

debare which mnnect an issue lüce tuberculosis into the larger h u e  of health and through 

that to the welfare of al1 the citizens of the colony? If we cm we would be bener able to 

understand what mooivated Newfoundllanders duMg this period and how they viewed their 

sociery and the various parts of chat sociecy. 

The literature, I think, iilustrates some of the challenges which face hûtorians as 

they try to understand tuberculosis. The disease is subject to a wide variety of forces as its 

historiography attests. It was "defeated" by doctors and scientists, by improving 

socio/economic conditions and by its own contradicmry nature. At the same time it is used 

and one might almost believe sustained by political agendas which seek to organize and 

control individuals. How did policies which represented the long term cornmitment of 

resowces wgotiate their acceptance in these environments? While there is an established 

literature and debate which addresses the major question in the field (why has the incidence 

and mortaiity €rom tuberculosis declined so remarkably?) serious questions can be raised 

about the motives and ideologies which created and sustained the anti-tuberculosis 

campaigns in Europe and North America. 



Chapta Two 
Liiy Blooms and Rose Bushes 

Mere decay 
produces richer lie and day by rllly 
New poilen on the iiiy-peral WWS 

And sti i i  more l a b m  buds the rosefOSe 
Robert Bmwuing, "SordeUoR , 1: 472-6. 

According to Linda Bryder and Pat O'Brien 'national efficiency" was the 

govemhg idmlogical orientation of the anti-tuberculosis movement of the early twentieth 

œnniry.' However, before jumping hm the mutky waters of this ideology and how it was 

manifested in Newfoundland's anti-tuberculosis campaign it is necessary to discuss the 

medical, political, and social circumstances of the idea of disease. This will allow us to 

generate a picture of St John's in the early twentieth century and establish, in generai 

terms, the meanings associated with disease. This is probably b a t  accomplished by 

looking at a debate over municipal sanitation and the water supply which was concurrent 

with the public debate over tuberculosis. 

In 1908/9 the St. John's city anincil and the govement of Newfoundland resolved 

to expropriate the land amund Windsor Lake to prevent the city 's watex supply from king 

polluted. The lake had been St. John's main source of drinlcing water since 1863. 

However. in 1906 and 1907 cases of typhoid fever were reported on f m s  at the edge of 

the lake and this raiseci fears that the disease might be communicated to the city 's water 

supply and thus to the general population. 

At the tirne of theu occurrence the cases of typhoid had been investigated by Dr. 

1 Bryder. Below, pp. 2 1-22. Patricia O'Brien, "Tubedosis, " Encyclopedia of Nwoundiand und 
Labrador, Vol. 5, pp. 430432. 



Almon Brehm, the Public Health Officer, who submitted a report to the St. John's 

Municipal Council. 

The water of WinrLcm La&, white it is uaiuraUy pure and wholesome is much exposed to 
the danger of occlsional and accidentai poiiuàon, owing u, the clme pmximity of the 
public [OPdF on bO<h sides of rhc iake ami a, the pvml tàuns and dwelling bouses which 
are sicuatcd within a fcw yards of the lake-side? 

Although Brehm was cautiously in favour of some action to limit this danger of exposure 

it appears to have been the Govemor, Sir William MacGregor, who spearheaded the effort 

to control the risk of infection. 

It is necwaxy to pause for a moment to introduce MacGregor, since he appears 

again later in this thesis. A colonial civil servant. MacGregor was originally trained as a 

medicai doctor. He was govenor of Newfoundland from 1904 to 1909 and is vividly 

remembered by Newfoundlanders for his roie in the constitutionai crisis of 1908-09 when 

he gave the government to opposition leader, Edward P. Morris, a decision which led to 

the defeat of Su Robert Bond's administration in the election of 1909. MacGregor was an 

active govemor with a variety of interests and abilities. As govemor of New Guinea, 

before king posted to Newfoundiand, he had taken a strong interest in local public health 

issues and mntinued this interest afkr his arrival. He is described by the Encyclopedia uf 

NWo~(ndiand Md h b r d o r  as follows, 

(UafGregorl took a keen iaterest in Dr. Wilfkd Grenfeii's medicai mission d in 1905 
was the first govenior to visit the aottbern coasr and Labrador. MacGregor was 
instrumental in sertling the long-StillidiDg dispute benveen Britain and the United States 
over -cari fishirip rights in NewfOundlanâ, mediahg between Prime Mioister Robert 
Bond, who was detenniaed to protect the Newfoudhd fisbiag industry, and a home 

2 ~ r .  ALmon B ~ h m  to the S t  John's City Coullcil. 'Our Warr Supply,' n e  Evenùg Tekgtam. 
Januiuy 18, 1909, p- 4. 



govermnent reluctant to pres the Amerieans.' 

In 1908 MacGregor wrote a series of letten concerning the quality of the ci*/ water 

supply. He echoed Brehrn's sentiment that the fimm were an undue risk to S t. John's and 

suggested that tests be made conducted on the water to ensure its safety. These tesu were 

carried out at the Methodist College by Charles N. Dodd. MacGregor appean to have 

been on very good terms with Dodd who corresponded with the Govemor during the 

course of the experiments. 

I have the honour to thank your Exceiieticy fOr your enquiry relative to microscope, 1 have 
the use of the iastnrmenr of Dr Macpherson and it is quite saàsfà~tory. 1 expect to send in 
my report this eveuïng, as there is evidentiy no chance of making a bacteriologicai test as 
there is no eleak current to work ttie incubator. so tbat it will not be possible to make a 
culture, I shouid esteem it a g m t  favour if your Exceiïency could loan me one or nvo 
prepared slides of b a d k J  

Despie the lack of an incubator Dodd continued his tests. The results showed Ievels 

of ammonia and niaogen in the water to be above normal but nothing which could be 

construed as life-threatening. In the absence of Dr. Brehm, the acting Medical Offcer Dr. 

N.S. Fmser ambuted these levels to the warmth of a particuIarly long summer and did not 

feel that the data warranted condemning the supply.' However. he did regret not seeing 

the results of a bacteriologid anaiysis of the water as it might have shown colon bacillus. 

At this point the correspondence between Fraser and MacGregor becomes 

confused. Responding to Fraser, MacGregor wrote, "1 concur with you that this water is 

' ~ q  Paddock. " Wiiiiam MacGregor. ' Encyclopedia of Neyfoiuuiland and Labrador. Vol. 3. p. 4 1 1. 

4 CharIes N. Dodd to Sir WiUam MacGregor. September 27, 1908. PANL GN 1/3/A. 1908. Fie 
175. 

5 Dr. N.S. Fraser to S u  William MacGregor. October 1. 1908. ïbid. 
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not ofsatisfactory qudity; and 1 agree with what Dr. Brehm has suggested in his reports 

of December 29, 1906 and of December 13. 1907. "6 The suggestion MacGregor refend 

to was the expropriation of farms (a "trifling expense* according to the govenor) located 

around the perimeter of Windsor Lake. Either MacGregor was ignoring the information 

and analysis provided by Daid and Fraser or there was an additional correspondence, now 

lost from the file. Whatever the açnial exchange, little Ume was wasted on the matter. Less 

than a week later the Cornmittee in Council of the government (i.e., the Executive Council 

sitting without the govenor.) passed a motion to bring the matter to the notice of the St. 

John's Municipal Council.' This appean to have prompted St. John's Municipal Council 

to commission a scientific study of Windsor Lake. 

The results of this study were published in both The Dai& Navs and nie Evening 

Telegrmn in early 1909. T.A. Starkey of the Depanment of Hygiene, McGill University, 

had been hired to test samples of waw fiom a hydrant and a faucet in St. John's and from 

the lake itself. The results of the snidy were generally iavourable and Starkey described 

the cityts water as "excellent water for druiking and domestic purposesw . But he also noted 

that small arnounts of bacteria were present at the intake from the lake. These were 

predicted to grow over time udess steps were taken to remove the habitations in the 

vicinity of the lake. The accompanying editorial in n e  DaiS, N m  echoed the conclusions 

of the study and calleci for the city to irnmediately purchase the lands surrounding Windsor 

- 

6 Sir William MacGregor to Dr. N.S. Fraser. October 7,  1908. fiid. 

7 Anfiw Mews to Sir William MacGregor. October 13, 1908. fiid. 



Lake- 

If Sc. John's is to k saved fiom the temble epidemic. wbich she bas been c0-g for 
y-, t k re  is ody nr w y  to escape. and tbat is the municipal owoership of lvds on 
the iake side of the watersûed? 

Z k  Evening Tekgrrom was slightly less impressed by Starkey's results and similarly 

less committed to the idea of expropriation. In its editorial the paper pointed out that 

specific resuits of the study showed that white the bacterial levels of the water €rom 

Windsor Lake were very low, the levels in the water fiom St. John's faucets and h y d r m  

showed a much higher bacteria content. Thus, the water must have been polluted 

somewhere between Windsor Lake and the city; thus expropriation of land around the 

perirneter might mt be an appropriate response to the pr~blern-~ However this doubt does 

not seem to have crossed MacGregor's mind. 

In a letter to Mayor Gibbs a couple of days before the release of the study, 

MacGregor addressed the issue of the city water supply and the responsibiiities of 

municipal govenunent. He apparently wished to make Gibbs and his colleagues remove 

the offending homesteads . 

It is precisely what I have pointed out to your predecessor. to yourself, and the 
govemmmL A very grave atd Senous respomibility rests on those that are answerable for 
a continuance of the present state of matters which are these: St, John's bas within 
convement reach a nanrral warer supply tbat c d d  barely be surpassed. A certain number 
of homesteads, some of them only a few yards h m  the lake, exist on the border of the 
iake in such positions chat it is a physical impossibiiity that tbe drainage h m  them can go 
elswherr rhao imo the W. wûich wimut any Gltration. supplies tbis town with water." 

'"ciw Water Supply." The Dai& Nous. Jmuary 15. 1909. p. 4. 

9 w ~ u r  Water Supply.' 7he Evening Telegram. Ianuary 15. 1909. p. 4. 

''sir William MacGregor to Michael P. Gibbs. Januiuy 12, L909. PANL GN 113lA. 1908. File 175- 
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MacGregor was clearly feeling victorious and pressed home the point that responsibility 

for the welfare of the citkens of S t  John's and the colony rested with the members of the 

government. If the city were going to minirnize the N k  of disease and epidemic then the 

city Mers and the government in the House of Assembly wodd have to remove the farms 

fiom around the lake. 

However, before he could see his policy fully implemented, MacGregor was 

nansferred fiom Newfoundland and Su Ralph Williams was made Govemor of the colony. 

Still, the bill to expropriate the farms around Windsor Lake and compensate the ownen 

passed through the upper and lower houses of the Legislatue in the winter of 19 10 without 

rnuch notice. Then controveny overtook the expropriation in Iune of that year when an 

anonymous correspondent. writing under the pseudonym "Reform", began a systematic 

attack on the pol icy in The Evening Telegram. 

"Reform's" position on the expropriation of the f m s  was fairly simple. If the 

rationale for the expropriation was to prevent the spread of disease in St. John's then the 

government had to prove that a threat to public health existed. However, bacteria levels 

in the water of Windsor Lake were much lower than those levels found in water coming 

from raps in the city. This suggested that the problem was in St. John's and not Windsor 

Lake and should be addressed through additional public health measures in the city. Thus, 

spending money to secure the water supply without addressing the causes of disease within 

Sc. John's seemed at best a pale policy. 

Iwtead of spending $20,000 for the land around Windsor Lake, "Reform" 

suggested that the money should be spent on building concrete drains to replace the 



cobblestone drains in the city. The cobblestone drains were essentially ditches on the sides 

of St. John's streets lined with beach rocks. Theü stated disadvantages were that the Stones 

caught any dirt or refuse thn>wn into the sueets rather than encouraging it to flow into the 

Storm sewers. Also because they were wmposed pnmarily of compacted earth and beach 

rocks they allowed the water which carried dirt to be absorbed into the ground and thus 

mate a breeding ground for disease. As "Reform" described it, 

The cobble-soue dtain is the nursery of the disease germ; it acts as a colander to coUecr 
the impunties and d i d  the water ody. It can never. even when in a state of repair. be 
purifieci if filth is tbwm ïnto it. Meed its office is IO employ the filth to germinate the 
seeds of consumptioa typhoid. scarlet fever. diphrhena, and other fou1 and pedential 
diseases. ' = 

In contmt, concrete drains directed dut and water into the city storm sewen without 

allowing them to cullect dong the edges of city streets. They also prevented the fou1 water 

from king absorbed into the ground. This stopped the propagation of disease in the city. 

Thus, because concrete drains were more efficient in draining and removing water and 

from the city's streets they prevented disease and helped to ensure the heaith of the 

wmmunity . 

[T)his nIthy water was Iess harmfûi to public health remaining in a concrete drain. than 
the collection of the same q d t y  of din in a cobble-stone drain codd possibiy be. The 
concrete did not provide the din with the darkness and secrecy and with the mould in 
which the genns of d i s s e  genns breed: the cobble-soue drain would firrnish ail the 
requisitts for rhe speedy and prolific propagaaon of sucb gemis.i2 

The stated disadvantage of concrete drains was their cost. 

"Reform's" proposal must be viewed in relation to its time. In the early twentieth 

L 1 "Municipal Matter: The Lovelines of Decay." The Evming Telegram, August 20. 1910. p. 7. 

12" Municipal Matters, " The Evming Telegram, Seprember 2, 19 10, p. 4. 



cenniry, St. John's, like other cities in Europe and North Amenca, was anything but 

clean. Residential ameaions to the water and sewer system were still exceptional and the 

majority of urban residents were obliged to use local public taps or wells to obtain water. 

Outhouses and chamber pots were still the rule for most St. John's homes. In addition to 

this most houses were heated by, and food was cooked on, stoves burning wood or coal 

which in turn producexi considerable amounu of smoke and ash. Finally, most 

nansportation was provided by animals which had to be fed, housed and generally 

accommodateci within the city to dlow its continued normai operation. This produced large 

quantities of dirt of all sorts which had to be dealt with. 

These consideratons presented cons iderable challenges to the house holder and city 

officiais. Confionteci with the problem of disposing of theu garbage, many city residents 

simply bumt what they could in their stoves and threw the rest into the Street. Similarly, 

waste water was also often simply dumped into the streets. This created some arnount of 

risk as pails of water could be tossed without regard for theu destination or the pedestrians 

nearby. On at least one occasion 7he Evening Tekgram rnentioned the hazards of projectile 

sanitation. 

For one person wtio empties a pail carefully into a drain , nine throw it out wSpiashw; so 
that only a portion gws to the drain d the balance is spreaâ over the street and sidewaik. 
Many do oot go to the drain at ali, but, with a woman's proverbial bad shot. cast the wacer 
f r o ~ ~  the door at the dtain, A tew weeks ago one of ow dailies printed a account of how 
a pail of dllty water, so tbrown. gave a passiag Couocil Employee an unexpected shower 
bath. l3 

This use of the streets and drains for waste disposal was not encouraged by city officiais 

13 rn The SaniGuy uispectors." The Evening Telegrcm August 29, 1910, p. 6. 



who regarded the drains as primarily for the controi of min water. Thus, Mayor Gibbs 

announced at one council meeting: 

Drairs were ody meant to cany off surfaEe water and people shouid remember thas rbey 
were onnr h d e d  to cowey washiag and m b b ï n g  water aod the various ltiDds of offal 
one sees chrown in rhem everyday. '' 

The problem of dirt and garbage in the streets was m e r  complicated by the 

vagaries of the seasons. In winter the rapid fieezing of waste water and feces, and the 

accumulation of snow dlowed layen of refuse, animal and human, to accumulate in the 

sneets until the spring thaw. In a speech, John Harvey. president of the APC, mentioned 

the problem this posed CO the community. 

[Hel.-.remarked the abwnnal prevalence of infécaous diseases during the pas winter. the 
filth and accumuiaaons which are now dxying up in the sueers and which even now 
Occasionally serve to impregnate clouds of dust with rnyriads of dia microbes- From this 
tirne h r w d  as the weather becornes waaner. more and more will the dust clouds prevail, 
ami deadlier and steadier wiil becorne their ravages as they settle in the shops, in hotels. 
in ofnœs, in cloches. in hair. in whkkers, in mouth and the nose, and on food and drink 
o B e d  for sale. or spread in houses near the sneet~.'~ 

The result of such a winter accumulation was that as the snow melted in the spring the 

layea of r e f w  were revealed. This created strong odours as the material rapidly decayed. 

and dried. In the summer the resulting dust was picked up by the wind in large clouds. 

essentiaily corn@ of the powdered accumulation of feces, ashes from kitchen fies and 

household din h m  the previous year and blown about the city. This accumulation of 

"matter" would eventuaily impregnate al1 parts of the community. Naturally it was 

perceiveci to spread disease. 

'4'~ity Council: Meeting Lut Night - Landlords Must Comect Ttieu buses With Sewer,' fie 
Evening Tekgram. August 27. 19 t 0, p. 5. 
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In short, the streets of St. John's in the early part of ais century were filled with 

blowuig ashes, shit and p u l v e d  dust b m  the naffc on unpaved streets. This problem 

could also be exacerbated by the odiferous qualities of these particles, especially in the 

surnmer months. 

Tbe wamitth o f k  îast nm, days bas hai the efféct of drying up the city dcains and fles, 
and in consequence. it is  aimost impsi'ble to pass dong some streets because of the 
offensive odour arisiag. From the man holes the stench is unbearable, due it i s  said to the 
sewers be@ choked with sand. to which the excrernent adheres, instead of passing out to 
the sea.'' 

Some people however, just did not get the point of drains and theu comection to the 

control of dirt and disease in the city. When St. John's City Council discussed the problem 

of sanitation and the state of College Square one counciilor had a unique perspective. 

Comallor Myridc thoughc rhat Carew Street was as ciean as any in the city. and it bad 
no drain at dl: as a d t .  die women ail went to the graMg at the end of the street witb 
diny water. etc.. arxi he thought if rbe dmhs were removed h m  Coiiege Square, it would 
have the same eff't," 

However, Councillor Myrick appean to have been a voice in the wilderness on this 

subject. 

The idea which summarised the danger of the multiple threats of dust. dirt and filth 

in St. John's streets was the genn. The press in Nedoundland in the early twentieth 

century was conversant with the basic attributes of germs. Articles appeared regularly 

detailing the danger of germs and the diseases they caused. In the following article Dr. 

Arthur Wakeharn. a public heaith ducator with the APC. explained germs to the readers 

1 6 m  Offensive Sewers and Drains." h e  Duïiy Naus, M y  9, 1907. p. 1. 

%ty Council: Meeting Last Night - Landlords Mun Comezt Theic Houscs With Sewer." nie 
Evening Telegram, August 27. 19 10, p. 5, 



of The Fisherman's Advocate. Wakeham was a doctor who donated a year of his time to 

the APC to p m o t e  public health by lecturing around the island and writing articles. He 

published severai of these articles in The Fishenrtcfn 's Advocafe in which he explained the 

prevention of tuberctilosis to memben of the Fisherman's Rotective Union. 

Genns are rrorhing more or less than Little Uny. r.iny, MY vegembles, so d chat it wiU 
plre r . b w d s  and tbmnds of them to make a b a p  as big as a pin's point. anci the heap 
is ody a i hy  speck, scarceiy big emugh for a man to see. But these g e m  can be ciearly 
seen thtough very, very sming &ses. ami in tbis way they bave been watched 
ami ded by huudreds of docton and scienasis ali over the world-" 

Wakeham's article is condescending in its tone but essentially accurate. It also focussed 

on one of the major themes in the description of germs and the ihreat they posed 10 people. 

Because of theu size it was basically impossible to detect them. Disease was caused by 

germs which were impossible ro see. At die sarne time the organisrns were prevaient 

throughout the environment and thereby posed a threat to people's lives. 

The rnajority of articles about disease were unflinching in condemning the dangers 

of hidden and omni-present germs. For example, an object as innocent and necessary as 

a gentleman's handkerchief could carry deadl y genns into his body. 

A perfé#ly cleau hanlterrihief will become immediately infected the moment it is put into 
the pocket. Now. whenever a man blows his nose he naturaüy draws in a deep breath 
immediately aftenuards, the hmdkerchief s a  behg held to his face. Consequently he 
inhaies himerable gcmrr more or l e s  poisornus which may bring about serious i l lnes~.'~ 

Similarly, contact of the most casual nature between people could result in the spread of 

infection and demandai a high level of caution. 

18r The Associaaon for the Prevennon of Consumption, " The F i s h e m  's Advocare. January 27. 
1912. 

l9 "ûeadiy Genns in the Pockecs. " Tlre Evmiig Telegmm. Aprü 13. 19 1 1. p. 3. 



Avoid badsW@ ami îcisshg, These customs are daagetous to you as weU as to othets, 
'tlry mpy give others consumpü~rion; they may bring you mlds anâ inûuenzas which w i i l  
@y agpvate your discvc and may prmiu  your re~overy." 

The potential for the spread of tuberculosis, or any disease for that matter, was a serious 

matter. The danger of disease could also result from contact with animals or insecu. One 

example of this was the common housefly: 

-..the perid when most of the aies were about thete also existed the greatest prwalence 
of fàtaï e p i w c  summer diarrboea and eoteritis. For instance in a week whea ody tfuee 
t h o d  fies were caugbt. rhere were six de& fiom these diseases: but when the bag 
exceeded eight thousand the death toU teachecl fony-two. in k t  it was show tbat the 
incidence of the disese and the prevalence of Dies correspond sornewhar ~ l o s d y - ~ '  

Again a relativeiy cornmon household phenornena, the fly, drew ammion to the prevalence 

of germs and die seemingly innocent manner in which they couid spread. A simple breach 

of the niles of hygiene could have life-threatening results. 

Not surprisingly in this son of environment there was littie discussion of the 

benefits of micro-organisms to life. If organisms were present around us at al1 times they 

might also serve a useful purpose. Some experts appear to have reached a perspective on 

the problem roughly simiiar to contemporary ecologicai thought. One article described the 

necessary benefits of micro-organisms. 

Few persans bave reaüsed at h t  wbat an immense mmber anci variety of microbes there 
are, mt only around us. in air and dust anci water. but also in us and on us and in and on 
every living tbing. The work, the buge system of chennicd change and the circulation of 
the elesneors carbon, oxygen, hydmgen, nimgen and sulphur which they carry on is 
iofessam, varied ami amipiex. Those five elements are the main and essential constituerus 
OC ail living things. 

The article gœs on to describe the neœssity of microbes for the recycling of dead animal 

m'~ow to Fight Tubesulosis. " The Dai& News. Ianuary 9, 1908, p. 3. 

" 'HO= Ry on Triai. ' Zïze EEvening Telegrmm. August 15. L9 10, p. 4. 



and vegetable matter. Without this, 

. .-îhe eazh would be cumbered with dead bodies of pas generaüons of animarn and plants 
- decomposed. And very won ail organic elements. ail  the cvbon and Ditmgen, if wt 
ail ibe hydmgen and oxygen. on the ha of the eartû wouid k fked in these&orpses and 
the green plants wouid pensh fiom the whole world for want of susterance. 

Without the micro-organisms popularly believed to be dangerous, life on the planet would 

be impossible. This view of microbes and the envuonment however was exceptional - 

there seems to have been Iittie awareness of the message in H.G Wells' novel. Wur of the 

~ o r [ d r . ~  For the most part the message given by the media was that diseases in general 

and tubercdosis in particular, were caused by germs and the onfy way to prevent them was 

to ensure that germs and people were not in close proximity? 

The emphasis on the omnipresence of germs in the urban environment a i s 0  raised 

questions about the manner of the& wntrol and removal. In general this was associated 

with the standard laboratory techniques for the con~ol  of organisms. An article entitled. 

"When Microbes Run Amok" descnid the deaths of several laboratory workers from 

infection fiom bacterial cultures and proposed a solution to the problem of infection by 

germs. At the end of the article the author stated: 

Nor do the above exarrrples exbaust the Lisc of bese disquiethg accidents. There have ben. 
in fact, quite a score of W a r  o m .  That there are not even more, is owing to the 
extraordinary care which is un-remittingly exercised in al1 laboratories where pathogenic 
(that i s  disease-producing) microbes are cuitivaced and d e d .  The secret of the 
bacteriologist's immunity, such as it is, h m  infécuon may be summed up in one word. 

="HOW DOEtors are using Microbes. ' nie Evming Tekgram. A p d  22. 19 10, p. 7. 

%.G. Wells, War of the Worldr (London: Harper, 1897). WeUs* bmous mvel describes an invasion 
of the eanh by Manians. AIthough the hwnaas are powerless against thera, the alien invaders are eventually 
defeated by the microbes in the eanh's atmosphere ro which they have ao resistance. 

Un ~reenspond. " The Daiiy N e w .  Augus 4. 1908. p. 3. 



Prevention of the dangers posed by genns was emuted through sterilization. As the article 

indicated, the fatalities were due to the failure of bacteriologists to use proper sanitary 

procedures. 

"Reforma appears to have been aware of some of the basic facts of biology as he 

used this fact to point out that the mere presence of organisms in Windsor Lake's water 

did not indicate that it was polluted. 

It is. of course, quite gwerally b w u  taat most clear water contains a large amber of 
exceedingiy mimite iiving organisns, but the nature of these organisms is not at ail so weii 
knom It is mt uue h c  water, to be perfectly pure and wholesome. must be whoüy f ke  
from &se organisms, fur there are large M e s  of them which a i o d  in pure water and 
have no injurious effect whatever upon the human beings who imbibe hem with their 
drink.16 

The presence of organisms in the city water was not, of itself, a reason for alarm. 

However, the larger number of organisms in the water samples collected in St. John's 

suggested that at some point between the lake and St. John's the water was coming into 

contact with additional organisms which Reform associated with the condition of the city 's 

drains and streets. 

One of the major assumptions which supplemented the discussion of disease was 

that disease and germs were synonymous with dirt. B y removing din from the home and 

the streets one was assured of reducing the presence of genns in the environment and 

therefore the threat of disease. 

Outbreaks of some of the other diseases are notoriously associated with filth and lack of 

2s" When Microbes Run Amok, " The Eventng Telegram, Juiy 24, LW8, p. 5. 

'6"~unicipal Matters: Mainly About Micmbes. " 2% Evening Tekgrczn~. September 30. 1910. p. 7- 



samsamtaOo~ These ume the notorious circumstances s u n o d g  most of the typhus cases- 
banitazy laxi circumstaaces are the cbkf m a i s  of spreadïng typhoid Fcover. Diphthe* 
ïs due to a bacillus which bas k n  identifid- The infecaon may bang persistently about 
a bouse anâ its klongings in the absence of canplete pun-ficatioan 

This assurnption was one of the major forces which propelled discussion of disease in St. 

John's. The grim associations evoked of sickness and death allowed advertïsea to use the 

danger of dialgerms to sel1 goods. The guarantee of factory production ensured a sterile 

product which was security for the consumer. Thus, an advertisement for Caribou brand 

condensai milk emphasized that it was sold in sterilized containers. 

On your millanan's tiaods. -unless he uses the care of a surgeon about to perfom an 
operation. -the= are miliions of germs. When you remember that thousands of these 
infinitesimals can ciuscer with rase on the point of a needle. you can imagine what a 
miumian's hnls look lk under a microscope. Suppose when your miIlanan picb up an 
empty bottle CO fiL1 it at the dairy, he happes to gnsp it in such a way tbat his fbger 
touches the inside? Suppose when he is putting in the paper cap his band rubs the 
derside! The only consolaaon one bas is chat the great majority of genns about us are 
WH the germs of rnaligam diçease. But same day -! Why- think of ic. -ia 1908 the Medical 
H d t h  Officer of the city of Montreai seized and condemned 32 lids of milk caas and 68 
cans themselves as king in a hul and unsanitary condition. How many of these germ 
ladened contahxs do you suppose axe do'ig duty in St- John's mdiscovered - distributhg 
bacteria and spreading disease?" 

For the author of the advenisement a mihan's hands under a microscope appear to have 

been a terriQing prospect. The implication of this was that gems were being introduced 

CO the home, endangering the family and the fâbric of the community . The implication was 

that by purcking Cariiu brand milk the reader could control and eliminate this danger. 

In this context the Street bemne the centre where concentrations of dirt wuld be 

found. This posed a grave threat to the homes of S t. John's families, as the dirt which 

n " ~ n  Unhealîhy bynter. " me Evening Tekgram, Mvch 21. 19 1 1. p. 4. 
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naturally carried disease, spread out h m  the streets into the houses and shops of St. 

John's. 

In these cases some other pioc mua be aad the belief chat if this cause could be 
definitely deteimincd it would be found in many of chem to k due CO careles spitthg 
a b o u t ~ s m c i s : c h t i n C o F t o n m y a ~ ~ t h e ~ ~ d r y i n g d b a o m i o g p o w d e r r d  
a d  d e d  by the wiods, the germs behg then inhPLed. or the adult who coma in h m  
the saeet carries mud or dust on bis shues or her sirins, some of it behg deposited upon 
rhe carpet or 0mr it is a simple niamer fOt the young child piaying upon that floor to carry 
the iafecaon to its tips? 

'Refonn" explained the danger this posed to the St. John's public by discussing the 

location of public cistem and taps in relation to the sewers and cobblestone drains. 

To begin with. ali. or d y  aii tbese tanks are placed in a simaon most dangernus to the 
public health. namely over an opening of a sewer. This sewer-mourh is covered with a 
grating of h o  and it is upon chis m g  chat the wost fdth of a dïrty neighbourhood is 
usually cast. It is bad emugh rbat die w a m  as it flows h m  the cap should absorb the foul 
gemis *ch are bred in the sewer and are con~uaiiy king circriJated amund its mouth. 
but when you add to ihese the gecms which are bred of the festering corrupaon of garbage 
lying on the gmhg and on the adjaceat grouad, you may imagine how liable to infection 
the warer mus be which is procured h m  such a locality.* 

Resting on these foul gratings near the septic cobblestone drains, the water bucket touched 

dirt which adhered to it. This was in mm transported back into the home by its bearer. 

who "was seeking only that supply of water upon which she confided for the cornfort. 

refreshment and cleanliness of her home." Thus the threat to public well-being was 

uansported by the "innocent" wife or maid into their homes. 

The logic of "Reform's" conclusion that the city drains were causing disease was 

based on the assumption that nothing came in contact with the city water supply beoveen 

Windsor Lake and the tap or hydrant. While Starky's analysis had shown a higher level 

L 9 " ~ . ~ . ~ .  Notes.' n e  Evening Telegrom, Feb- 2. 1912, p. 7. 

30* Municipal Matters: nie Gossip ar the Tank." nte Evening Telegram. October 12. 1910, p. 5. 



of bacteria in the water taken from city taps this did not necessady indicate a problern in 

St. John's. Flaws in the pipes between Windsor Lake and the city could have intrduced 

matter into the city water supply. Howewr, "Refonn" belkved that the most serious threat 

to S t. John's' citizens was the presence of decaying material in close proximity to the 

public water supply. The flaws in the water supply were in St. John's. 

Assume m w  rbac the very d e s t  defect exim in that pipe or that the W e s t  conosion 
of rhe memi raloes pbce, and wie see how die mnvemem oppornuiity is immediately offered 
to colonies of these germs of dkase to enter the pipe itseif, propagate there and thus infect 
every bucketful of water wùkh is drawn from the t a ~ . ~ '  

"Reform's" obsession with the danger of decaying matter around the public taps was not 

without its due cause. As descrii above, the streeu of St. John's were a dirty and germ- 

ridden environment and while " Reform's" fean might have smacked of pamnoia their 

general purport was not far fiorn the auth. 

But at the same Ume, "Reform's" attacks on the politics and ineptitude of sanitation 

in St. John's spoke to a broader political crisis in the community of which dût and 

tuberculosis were merely symptoms. " Reformn perceived a crisis in the participation of 

ind ividual citizens in the organization of their community . 

1 say that though evetybody knows the town stinks, nobody says so. Or if anyMy does 
venture to allude to so disgushg a state of he does it in the laaguage of the nicest 
pmpriety. This is a desperace condiaon of affairs. When people suffer nastbess in theu 
midst and only speak about it in delicate language, it is a certain sign of degeneracy in 
mo&. When run the thing iaelf but the word that expresses it must be clean and nice we 
see a sure token of moral pervetsioa The fïrst sign of a revival of public decency is the 
reoderry to speak of ugly things in coiuse and opprobrious lmguage. We shall do weU if 
we mw begin when we have to speak o f  nasty rhiogs. to snip out language of ifs niceries 
and delicacies and give an ugiy fact the ugiy riame thar rightly beloogs to it. 1 therefore say 
that TEIIS TOWN STINRS." 

'' 'The Menace of the Tank, ' 7he Evening Tekgram, Ocrober 18.19 10, p. 6. 
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The warped sense of proportion on the part of fie S t  John's citizenry which allowed 

noxious smells to pollute the streets, also allowed d m  a> run rampant in the population. 

These misplacecl priorities were in tum reflected in the political leadership of the colony . 

As "Reform" put it, "Dkt means disease and disese is the foremer of death.. . " . Under 

these conditions it was apparent to "Reform' that the politicians of the municipal and 

colonial governments were deliberately allowing the murder of hundreds of 

Newfoundlanders annuall y. Tal king about the question of expropriat ing land around 

Windsor lake. "Reformw expressed directly his scom for the ciw government: 

... but to cornpan: dK dangers of our water suppiy with the dangers of our drains, sewers. 
cesspools and generai insanïtaq conditions is a height of foiiy to which noue but our City 
Fathers could ever rise? 

If the municipa( council were going to address the issue of disease in S t. John's it 

would have better results if it spent in rnoney on improvements within the city. In one 

letter " Reforrn " quotes Browning's poem "Sordello " (see the epigraph of this chapter) 

which describes the beauty of flowen growing up out of decaying matter: 

ïhe  verse is pregnant with thought and poetry, and its recital has st i r red the hearts of 
Council to their Qpths. Nowhere are such possibiiaes of beauty ready to the band of the 
experimearer as in this town of St. John's. Decay is al1 around us - heaps of it at every 
corner, material for it in every drain. Why then should we not make the most of these 
opportunities? Why shouid aot our drains be rank with Lily blooms and rank with rose 
bushesp 

Decaying matter, dirt and dust surrounded the citizens of St. John's, but they could not 

see it. 



"Reform" also dwelt on the extravagant c h m e r  of diis fâilure in both the 

Municipal and Colonial govenuneno. The expropriation was a spendthrift policy which 

ignored the real source of the problem it was designed to correct. While people in St- 

John's were daily being exposed to a multitude of Uifectiour agents and disease which were 

costing Newfoundland thousands annually, agents of the city were spending $20,000 to 

buy land. If the results of the Starky saidy were correct then "Refonn" suspected it was 

money thrown down the drain. 

Until we bave made the town clean and wholesome to tive in we cao afford CO run the 
udjkely risk of suffering fiom any potlution of the waters of  Twenty Mile Pond. When 
we are able to 6ghc the disease which is always breeding under our very noses we may 
reasouably take ou. masures agaha the peril which looms dimly up in the very disant 
fiiaule. but mt tU then, Let us p q a r e  to meet the enemy which is at our gates before we 
e m i i  ourselves in oppositioa to the eaemy whicb is not yet recnii~ed.~ 

As n e  Evening Telegram's editorial had pointed out earlier, infection was not occurring 

at the source of the city 's water but in the city itself. To this end " Reformn suggested an 

alternative policy of replacing the cobble stone drains around the city with concrete ones. 

and sterilizing the streets. This plan seemed to offer greater opportunity for savings than 

the expropriation proposed by Governor MacGregor. 

" Refonn'sn ideology suessed the necessity of an active and sober citirenry CO 

ensure good government. 

[ raise my voice agaiost the de* rate, against the sacrifice of Life anci health in order to 
pmvide the thoughtless with sarpid d o n .  We are poor and we sbould leam to eschew 
warr or extravagarre. kt us be deçent betore we begin to put on frills. Let us be practid 
before we txy experiments. Let us l e m  our own duty before we expect out nilers to 

35 n Municipal Maners: Concerning Twenty MiIe Pond." The Evening Telegram. August 23, 1910, p. 
3. 



It was a deficiency of responsible participation by the population which led directly to 

indirectly to Newfoundland's high urban de& rate. With more active and popular 

participation "Reform" fett assured that better government and therefore a more rationai 

and harmonious community would evolve. 

I f  any easy-going cithen of St. John's who is in the habit of growling at the miserable 
results achieved at the price of high taxation wishes to muse bis sluggish blood into an 
acave cirrulatioa, let him spend a portion - even a very mÿiU portion - of bis rime h 
investi& the methods of our municipal Counciiios. He will arst of ail be dumb with 
amaxement. then he wüi find bis tongue and raik, ben perhaps he will persuade some 
frïend to -gare on bis own accouaa, He in his nun wüi be amazed and get W g  and 
couvert another inert citizen to activïty, and so in the course of a linle time a healthy 
public spirit will be aroused which must do aotaôle thines for the town? 

With greater attention to public affain priorities would be properly identified and efficient 

means would be used to implement policies. In the face of this type of belief apathy was 

the main barrier to the creation of a better society. Simply by exercising rationai thought 

" Reform" klieved tfiat citizens could be made aware of theü interests. Under these ideal 

conditions apathy would fa11 away kom the body politic and people would rush to solve 

their social problems. 

The theme of apathy recurred regularly in the l e m  and editorials of the St. John's 

press. While the death rate was perceived to be a serious issue, apathy was generally 

acknow ledged to be its broad underl ying cause. 

The most senous question wbich can occupy the u b d s  of any town is that of the dearh 

36"~eform's Last Word Before the Eleçtion.' The Evening Telegmn Juoe 25. 1910. p. 6. 
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rate: it is peciseiy diis question wiïich seem never to give the least concem to the people 
of St. John's. Year in and year out scores - pe-s hundreds - of the inhabitants of chis 
town meet untimdy deaths fkom diseases which are M y  prwentable. and this 
larnentabk circwnstaoce troubles the mincis ami consciences of no one." 

Editorialists placed signifiant weight upon the concept of citizenship and personai 

responsibility to prick the public conscience. Not only by paying attention to the death 

rate, but by understanding the relatiomhip which existed between disease and d a ,  cituens 

were encourageci to understand the envuonment around them. This understanding in tuni 

laid the foundations for a cleaner and therefore healthier community. 

Tt was these gemis in die foun of - ~ e t m ~  or dirt whiwhich had to be conmiled in order to begin 
che fight a g a h  disease. "The moral of ali this is : Destroy dirt. c1ea.n up and get b h  air. 
The City C o d ,  the Heaith Officers and the çitizens geaerally are ail responsible for 
pennitting such a pest spot to exist"? 

In this context any death was seen as another sign of intellecnial and moral bankniptcy 

within the community and was the moral equivalent of a public endorsement of murder. 

It may be taken as a facr chat 300 persoas are put CO death annuaiIy in St. John's by dirt, 
foui air, bad food and contagion and infection h m  diseased persons and things. If one 
person was dom to deah by the band of an d there wouid be a trial and execution. 
Why do we tah the slaughter of 300 by preventable diseases so ca~mly?.~ 

And finally, if the water supply was being polluted then it was the fault of St. John's' 

citizens and particularly its leaden. The solution which the leaden were supposed to 

implement, according to "Reform", was the concrete drain. In m m  the citizens of St. 

John's had to learn to act collectively to fight the dirt on public streets. One of the 

strategies adopted to promote this kind of action was a Municipal "Clean-up Day". 

- - - - - - - - - 

38" An Appeal, " The Evenhg Telegram. October 24, 19 10, p. 5. 
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M d  can be dooe by giving the City suees and drains a good scrapbg on Monday and by 
removbg tbe refuse to a place where it cari be dgstroyed, If thtr is done the 6ty wül bave 
made a gwd s t a ~ ~  More the warm m e r  ses in, and then if householders. shopkeepers 
and busiimssmen generally cooperate h-y in friture with the c o u d  and the h d t h  
authorities, we may keep the City clean." 

This attitude carritxi strong moral sanctions with it, some of which can be inferred 

ftom the following quotation. In 1911 an outbreak of typhoid fever occurred on Pope 

Sueet in St. John's. Fortunarely the homes w e n  quickly quarantined and the disease 

appears to have been conuolled before it spread into local water sources. However this 

outbreak of disease attracted a lot of attention and caused considerable debate in the press. 

The people of Pope Street must have felt this keenly, as soon àfierwards they petitioned 

the city coumil to have the name of their street changed. 

Residents of Pope Street peciaoned the Council CO bave the name of Pope Street changed 
to Burire Square. Consideration deferreci. CounciUor Ch .uhg protested strongly against 
the report tbat the disease of typhus on Pope Street ùad been caused by din and filth there 
in the people's houses. He wouid .like to have the public to know tbat the residents of the 
houses referred CO are clean and respectable people and did not deseme the allusions chat 
had been made to them. The dia was reaiiy to be found at Pope's Lane and these people 
should get the blame? 

We can only guess at the reactions and the ueatment which the events on Pope Street 

created in the rest of the city. Certainly the residents appear to have wanted to put them 

away. Councillor Channing appears to have ken in agreement and sympathy with them 

to the point of trying to shift the biame for the outbreak ont0 the residents of Pope's Lane. 

This above passage more than any other illustrates the effect disease had on people in St. 

John's. Fear of typhoid drove citizens apart and motivated them to shifi the blame for 

41 r Clean-up Day, " TIre Evening Telegram, May 18, 19 1 1, p. 4. 
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events onto others. This in mm fostered complacency as people allowed themselves to 

believe that collective social problerns were not their problems. This attitude was the 

foundation of ' Reform ' s " argument. 

But while " Refonn'sw attacks might have been based on a serious social problem 

they might also have ken based on die history of the expropriation plan and its origins in 

the Govemor's office. In 1908 and 1909 Governor MacGregor was at the centre of a 

political storm. Since the elections of 1908 had sent equal numbers of Edward Morris' 

People's Pany and Robert Bond's Liberals to the House of Assembl y. the govenment was 

essentially hamsaung. Neither pany had a clear majority and therefore neither could 

rightfully daim to form a govemment. But as the Liberal party had not been clearly 

defeated at the polls it retained the offilces of the govenunent. 

Faced with a deadlock in the  o ou se of Assembly, Robert Bond asked the Governor 

to dissolve the house and cal1 another election. However. MacGregor rejected Bond's 

opinion that a deadlock was inevitable and refwd to dissolve the Assembly, instead 

calling on Morris and his party to fom the government although they did not have the 

majoricy necessary to elect a speaker of the house, let alone pass legislation. Unable to 

perform even the m a t  mdimentary functions of an elected assembl y, Morris quickl y asked 

the Governor for a dissolution which, after MacGregor consulted with Whitehall, was 

granted. 

The decision by MacGregor a gram dissolution to Morris and not Bond meant that 

Morris and his party were given the discretion of the powers of the state, a considerable 

advanrage in the run-off election of 1909. This must have been additionally irritating to 



the Liberals as Morris had been Bond's lieutenant in the governent  until he defected to 

form his own pr ty  in 1907. In theu mm, the Liberals mok MacGregor's decision to heart 

and attacked the G o v e m  and theù opponents repeatedly on the topic. As S. J.R. Noel 

described it: 

AU such ptotests had about them an air of applectic mipotence. for nothhg couid alter 
the GLCt that in an uoprecedented situation tùe Crown had exercised its unhindered 
discretha nie dissoluuon could have been gven to either Bond or Morris and justifid 
with equd plausibiüty- By giving it to Moms the goveraor, and his superion in the 
Colonial Office, made a politicai choice. but one whiçh in the circwnstaoces was 
legicimafely theirs CO make? 

The extent to which "Reform'sw attacks on the expropriation policy can be viewed 

as anacks on the former Governor (MacGregor had been replaced in late 1909 by Sir 

Ralph Williams) can only be guessed. nie Evening Telegram was the unofficiai paper of 

the Liberal Party and thus might be expected to attack decisions and policies which ran 

against party intetesu. However, the Governor was rarely mentioned in the debate and 

even then " Reform " only described him as ' irresponsible " . 

Now 1 am fàr h m  underrating the value of the opinion of tbat disthguished gentleman, 
the edted position he occupied here and his imown scieatific attainments forbid such a 
rhing. But as compared widi rrrwspaper editors and comspondents Sir Wrlliam MacGregor 
is an irresponsible person. He was never a citizen of this town, and could not be. He had 
no vote and paid ao taxes, nor did he ever contemplate a protracteci residence in the town. 
and he owned no property there. He was a man of eminence who expressed an opinion 
which should be received with deference. but nx with nibse~ent  obedience.* 

'Reform's" basic point in the passage is that the words of a govemor should not be given 

more weight than a local citizen's. The article was a description or complaint about the 

43 Noel, PotiOa, p. 75. A more recent and complete account of this crisis may be found in J.K. 
Hiller. "Ibe political Career of Roben Bond," pp. 1 1-46. In J.K. Hiller and P. Neary, eds. Twemimh 
C m t u ~  Ne@oundlond: &ploratio&. (S t. JoW S. Newfouadiand: flteakwater. 1994). 

44" Municipal Matters: Mostly about the Mayor." The Evening Telegram, Seprember 2. 1910. p. 4. 
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behaviour of Mayor Ellis, the successor to Gibbs, and his advocacy of the expropriation. 

Ellis had apparently justified this policy by saying that MacGregor had approved of it, in 

essence hiding behind the Govemr's judgement. This weak argument. combined with the 

events of the previous year, probabiy m u n t  for the sarcasm in "Reform's" tone conveyed 

by his use of words such as 'distinguished', "exaltedu, and "eminence" to describe 

MacGregor . 

Despite t h ,  'Refom'sW attacks reflected many of the concerns of daily life in St. 

John's as they related to disease. One of the most prominent was a deep distress about the 

physical state of the &an envuonment. The medical sciences helped public commentatocs 

like "Reformw to identify public health risks and build organized arguments for the 

implementation of government policy. However as risks were identified and linked to the 

occurrence of disease individual behaviour aiso became an issue. This highlights the 

perception of a politicai crisis in the body politic which was believed to be the underly ing 

cause of the poor s*ue of the streets. If people understood the connection between their 

"slothw and the deaths of friends and farnily they would act rationally to change theu 

behaviour, was the irnplicit assumption in "Reform's" argument. This crisis was seen to 

be the result of a public which did not understand the connections between the conditions 

of theù environment and the diseases which daily afflicted Newfoundlanders. This lack of 

understanding was expresseci in tems of a discussion of a moral decay in the population 

which was the ultimate cause of the apathy afflicting the population and endangering ia 

health. 



Chapter Tbree 
From a Commercial Point of View 

"Refonn'sw charges maintai& a fiercely moral tone to make the point that a 

political crisis was upon the community. The central wumption which held this line of 

thought together was that this crisis was the product of a moral decay in the population 

which in tum produced symptoms such as the high rate of disease. unsanitary conditions 

in St John's and around the island generaily. To demonstrate that it would be effective, a 

campaign against tuberculosis had to address these issues as it attempted to deal with the 

disease. But at the same time as it tried to eliminate moral decay a gmpaign against 

tuberculosis had to amact the aîîention of the mandarins of Newfoundland's politid 

system to fulfil its prirnary objective. This chapter is an examination of the reasoning used 

by advocates of the anti-tuberculosis campaign in Newfoundland during this period. By 

following these discussions we should be able to understand the specific strategies which 

the leaders of the APC felt were the best justification for fighting the disease. 

By the early twentieth c e n q  most nations were issuing annual vital statistics 

which cwnted the birth and deaths in their population. While the death rate was a simple 

statistic aggregating the deaths within an administrative area it was subject to a great deal 

of interpretation. It was a measure of the overall "healthn of the community for a variety 

of issues rang ing from reg ional climate to individual quality of life and imperial power. 

This in tum became a justification for additional domestic policies to conml problems 

such as poveny and disease. 

In Newfoundland the collection of vital statistics in the early twentieth cenniry was 



neither efficient nor dependable. Little legislacive force backed the Registm-General: thus 

information on birdis and deaths in the colony flowed into St. John's at a rate govemed 

by the pciorities of local individuals appointed to record binhs, deaths and marriages, 

radier than the needs of the cenaal government. As a result the annual vital statistics were 

often incornpiete. In LW6 the Registrar-General described this system as. "inefficient and 

Repom have been teceiveci h m  aii the Registering officers except those of Salmonier, 
Conche and Glovertown; many arriving very late. aiid tberefore several birihs for the 
quaner ended Sept. 30&. 1905. did not reach this office till the months of Ianuary and 
Febniary, 1906. and this will doubtless be sufocient to show that it is almost impossible 
to hiriiisti my statistical infounation ûom rhis depanment with uiy degree of prompmess.' 

In spite of this weakness, or possibIy because of it, in the earl y twentieth century 

membea of Newfoundland's government and the public began to perceive the death rate 

as a serious problem. Although several anti-mberculosis campaigns were unsuccessfuily 

proposed in Newfoundland in the previous decade, the creation of die APC and the Royal 

Commission on Public Health appear to have had their rmts in the events of early 1906. 

At that time a series of communications began between the Colonial Office in London and 

Governor MacGregor, discussing the monality rate in the colony. These letters are 

interesting as they help to establish the government's attitude to public health in 

Newfoundland in this period. 

Notes in the Governor's letter books indicate that Sir William MacGregor was 

alarmeci by the Repon ofthe Regisnar-Generil for 1905. That year was a particulariy bad 

1 Report of the Regisffar Generd of Birthr. DenrhF ond M m h g e s  for rhe yeor ended 30th Septernber. 
1905 (Sc. Job's. Newfoundland : T'mes Prini, 1906). pp. 2-3. 
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one for tuberculosis, with 804 deaths attnbuted to the disease or 29.2 % of al1 reporteci 

deaths in the colony ( T M  1). The Governor was appalled by these statistics, especially 

as they seemed to indicate a rising mortaiity rate for the disease. Whïie the overail death 

rate between 1901 and 1905 showed a slight downward trend, the numbers of tuberculosis 

deaths seemed to be rising consistently. Soon afw the release of the vital statistics 

MacGregor wmte to die Prime Minister, Sir Roben Bond, complaining about the state of 

Tabled Conpanson of N~oundiand's monaüty rate and tuberculoss monafities, 
I90I - 1908. 

17.54 17.03 17.64 16-70 17-03 20-13 17-60 17.74 

Source: Report of the Registrar General of Births, Death, and Marriages. I902-l9O9- 

public health and entreating him to take some action on the matter? 

However, much of MacGregor's correspondence indicates that any enthusiasm for 

public health fell on deafears in the Newfoundland govemment. Repeatedly during his tenure 

as governor, MacGregor forwarded invitations to sign Public Heaith Conventions or attend 

international conférences on hygiene, to the govemment. The Prime Minister and his Cabinet 

persistently deched these opportunities. In 1904 the governent ckdned to join the 

International Sanitary Convention. In September, 1906 it declined to send representatives to 

the International Congress on Tuberculosis. in 1908 it refùsed an invitation to send 

'sir William MacGregor to Sir Robert Bond. March 22. 1906. P M  GN 1/3/A. 1906. Fde 56. 



repre~etltatives to the hernationai Heaith Congressgress3 No reason was given for these declined 

invitations and we can oniy guess at the government's rationale for this course of inaction. 

In the meantirne, however, Bond reptied to MacGregor's letter on the death rate by 

blaming it on the habits of the population: 

...sirre rbe imroductiou of stoves iato the houses, and the consequent stopping, to a great 
degree, of the naniral venciiation by the open hearth and wide chirnney, the danger of 
infecaon has been greatIy increased and the p p I e  c m o t  be bmught to wbat large risks 
they are runuing.' 

Stoves in the pooriy ventilated homes of Newfoundlanders were widely regarded as an evil 

which promoted the spread of disease by encouaging famil ies to sray in the single heated 

room of a house, usuaily the kitchen. It was dso perceived as a concession to the creature 

cornforts which, some believed, corrupted the outpon characier. The Mme Minister 

a p p a s  to have used this jus tifcation to rebuff MacGregor ' s suggestions. 

The govemor was not pleased. He sent the letter on to the Colonial Office with his 

own covering letter.' In this MacGregor, citing Bond's correspondence as evidence. 

condemned local public hd th  policies. MacGregor also mentioned a new position created 

by the government as an example of local incornpetence. In 1905 the government had 

created an office for a Medical Health Officer afkr reaching a cost-sharing agreement with 

the St. John's municipal govemment. MacGregor was less than impressed by this 

fihis trend continued under the Morris government. In 1910 the governent declined to send 
r e p d v e s  to conférences on Physicai M o n ,  Alimentary Hygiene, Musmal Diseases and Hygiene- 
PANL GN 1/3/A, 1904. Fie 160; 1906, File 118: 1908, File 61: 1910, Fie 93, 97,98 & 111. 

4 ~ i r  Rokn Bond CO Sir WdIiam MacGregor. Aprii 3. 1906. PAN'L GN lB/A, L906. We 56. 

5 Sir W i  MacGregor ro the Eari of Elgin. Apd 14, 1906. C.O. 194. Vol. 262. 1906. Dis. #44. pp. 
301-5. 



appointment and wrote in his letter: 

A Public Hedth ûfïïœr was appointai for this plaœ last year. but he bas neither staff. 
office. nor laboratory by which to carq on his duties in fkct he scarcely seems to know 
wbat his duties reaiïy aze- Typhoid fever is cornmon. and is very hîai ail over the colony 
a d  phthisis [niberailosisl is present in aü paris ofthe country, and is very lethal. 1 am not 
aware that the govenunent bas done anything to meet it beyond distnbuting a learned 
technical dissertation on tuberculosis which must be imintetligible to the ignorant 
fishermen of this colony," 

The high mortality rate in the 1905 vitai statinia was simpiy anothet sign of the govemment's 

lack of interest in the problems of public health and confinned MacGregor's general lack of 

confidence in the abilities of the local administration. 

There appears to have been no practicai fallout fiom MacGregor's cornplaints and 

linle appears to have changed by the foUowing year when the Registrar-General issued the 

vital statistics in the Report of the Registrar-General for 1906. When MacGregor saw these 

he was again appded and wrote to the govemment and the Colonial Office. 

Under a q  cirnunsbaces the exkmm of such excessive@ high mortality h m  consumption 
would challenge attention: but this has becorne greatly more imperative now that it is 
knowa to every cnnlized community tbat consumption is an infectious, and therefore 
preventable disease. The fidi weight of respomiility chat in this matter rests on the local 
govemment is seen &om the above figuresgures and 1 SM b ~ g  it to the notice of my 
ministers-' 

6 Sir William MacGregor to the Earl of Elgin. November 28. 1906, CO 194, Vol. 265. 1906. Vol. Dis. 
#133. 

7 Su Wiiliam MacGregor to the Earf of Elgin, MarcWApriI, 1906. PANL GN 1/3/A, 1906. File 56. It 
shouid be pointed out that death rates in Newfoundland did not vazy m y  fmm many rates in Europe in 
1906. 

Source: B R  Mitchell. Europem Hisroricui Statistics, 175û-1970 (New York: MacMiUan Press. 1975)- pp. 
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Unfortunatety, no part of MacGr~or ' s  communication wiîh the Newfoundland govenunent 

has SUrYived on this particular occasion and thus we have no record of the reaction his letter 

generated. 

Though we can speculate on the feeiings of Newfoundland's govemment to the 

aatistics and the govemor, in the St. John's press the report created a sensation. Under the 

headline " A M  Death Rate", The Evming Telegram's editor decried the unexpectedly high 

rate. The general opinion suggested that the death rate was a terrible cost to the cornmunity 

and that this was the result of the low level of sanitation in St. John's, It was this condition 

whidi led to rising Ievels ofdisease and modityiralitv8 in II*. Daily Nous, the vital statistics were 

taken as portents of serious problems for Newfoundland and possibly the British Empire. 

An increase in the deah rate and decrease in the birth rate is the inevitable foremer of 
naîional W. and what is üue of a nation is m e  to a greater or l e s  extent of the counuies 
and communities which make up that nation? 

The alami aroused by the vital statistics echoed in the St. John's newspapers for the rest of 

the summer. 

It was not until the following September that the impetus for some sort of public 

campaign appears to have senously taken root. In that month John Harvey wrote a letter to 

7he Ewnrig Telegram detailing the problem of tuberculosis in Newfoundland and proposing 

some solutions. Harvey was a son of the St. John's fiunily which owned Harvey and Co., an 

important salt-fish exporting company and manufacturing concern. He was also a member of 

114-120. 

8"~wnil Death Rate-* The Evening Telegram, Iune 19. 1907, p. 4. 

9"Th0u Art the Man." ïïre Dai& .\hm. June 24. 1907, p. 4. 



the Upper House of the Newfoundland Legislature and a signisca local voice for social 

Harvey's letter deplored the annual loss of life in Newfoundland and pointed to 

consumption (tuberculosis) as its major cause. Using figures taken fkom the vital statistics 

(Table 2) he argueci that between 1899 and 1906 consumption had caused between 22% and 

26% of all mortalities in Newfoundlandl0 and estunated that these deaths represented a loss 

to the community of a sum in the order of $250,000 per year. This cost was amplified by 

the additionai expenses of caring for people incapacitated by the disease. This calcuiation 

tripled Harvey's estimate. 

The economic loss caused to this Colony by consumpaon, if it could be accurately 
eshami, would be found to be certainly not less than threequarters of a million dollars 
per annum. hspeaive, therefore of humanitarian moaves it wiil pay the Colony to reduce 
the spread of consumption. 

This was (and still is) a very considerable arnount of money at a time when goverment 

T d l e  2. Harvey's figures for tuberculosis mortaiity and rotai monaliry in 

Source: "The White Plague," The Evoning Telegtmn, Sept, 28. 1907, p. 6 .  

revenues were in the order of $3.5 million. Harvey argued this justifiai a reasonable 

expenditure on a carnpaign to fight the disease. 

- -  - 

'OnThe White Plague," The Evening Telegrm. Seprember. 28. 1907. p. 6 .  

" ibid. 



Some months later, in February, 1908 the APC was founded at a meeting jointly 

chaired by MacGregor and Harvey. Sam afkr that the goverment entered a constitutional 

crisis which fioze al1 political decision-making until the middle of 1909 when Sir Edward 

Monk's People's Party was elected. In Iune of that year the Royal Commission on Public 

Health was created by the newly-installed regime and Harvey, as President of the APC, 

was appointed its Chief Commissioner. 

The Commission's work covered a wide variety of areas ranging from reforming 

the collection of vital statistics to investigating the living conditions of Nedoundlanders 

and the quality of f d  imported into the colony. One of the major accomplishments of the 

Commission was improving the collection of vital statistics. This allowed for a more 

complete estirnate of the causes of Newfoundland's death rate. The resulting figures 

showed that consistently the most serious problem facing Newfoundland was infant 

mortality ; second was tuberculosis. 

Table 3. Comparative of tuberculosis and iMant mortaiity figures in the Repn of the 

Source: Royal Commksion on Public Ha& 1911. PANL GN 2 6 ,  Fiie 1 19-a 

Without the burden i m m  on the dony  by tubercuiosis the death rate in Newfoundland 

would have Mien below that of England. As was observed by the Commissioners in thek 



final report, 

--A is ioteresting to mte tbat th &!ah rate of Nedoundland, eliminah'ng ow excess in the 
items ofTuberculosis and hfbtiie Mortali~- (which in both cases will fortunate- readiIy 
respoad to judicious sort), will probably compare quite fkvourably with that of any other 
country- Thus while our general death rate is 15.2 pet thousand IMng, against 14.8 in 
England. or only slightiy in excess, our TubercuIar rate is approrOmately 4 against 1.52 
showing of what vitai importance ;O this colony is the fight against consurnption and its 
pmbposhg causes.'2 

However, while eliminating tuberculosis might possibly have caused a laudable drop in the 

death rate, it did not explain why tuberculosis was a more serious problern than infant 

This justification was supplied in Appendix A of the Royal Commission's final report. 

In the appendix the commissioners outlined the financial cost of each tuberculosis infection 

and death in Newfoundland As tuberculosis was the prirnary M e r  of adults between the ages 

of twenty and forty-five, the report developed a crude equation demonstrating the annual cost 

of each mortality fiom the disease. According to the Commissioners each death caused by 

tuberculosis represented a loss of approximately 330 in annual revenues to the govemment. 

Assuming that the individuai wouid have lived another 20 years this became an aggregate loss 

of $600 in taxes. Using the mortality figures from 1907 (800 deaths due to conswiption) as 

an average, the report concluded (!§6OO/death x 800 deatfis) that the govemment lost potential 

revenues of nearly $500,000 fiom consumption annudy. An amount which, the authors 

grirnly observe4 " . . . will eventuaiiy have to be made good by the survivors. " l3 

The rather bloodiess extrapolation of this explanation of the battle against tuberdosis 

12 Royal Commission on Public Health, 191 1. PANL GN 3 5 ,  Fie 1 19-a, 

I316id. 



was that each death fkom tuberniIosis was a loss of revenues and capital uivestment to the 

cornmunity. In this light the death of a new-bom i d h t  was "less serious" than the death of 

an adult. An uifant was a continuing expense which was not expected to yield a r e m  for 

many years. Adddionaiiy, if there were stiu a high mortality rate nom tuberculosis when the 

cMd matured, that investment might never be made good as the child itselfrnight sucaunb 

to the disease More generating enough new revenue jumfil the initial investment. Thus, the 

cornmissioners felt that it was fiscaily prudent to concentrate Newfoundland's resources on 

fighting the deaths of adults fiom tuberdosis rather than infant mortality. 

But this chance for a collective benefit through collective action was far fiom being 

as clear-cut as it mi& appear. For many public ofncials the problem of public health 

generally and tuberculosis particularly was an intractable one. Harvey's anaiysis offered Little 

in terms of measurable short- or medium-term gains to the elected officiai trying to balance 

a budget. While public health might have been a vote-getter it also represented a sink-hole for 

govenunent funds without offering any guarantees of improvement. One editorial in The 

Daify News pointed out, at the height of the debate over the vitai statistics for 1906, that 

although the expense of municipal sanitation was rising rapidly there was littie apparent 

change in the sa~tary aate of the city. 

Whilst tbere has been no manifest improvement of our system of sanitatioa if such can be 
so termed and whilst we are taday ke-mhœ with a fever epicîemic of magnitude, the cost 
has increased emrmousiy. in 1900, $18,605 was paid to cleanse the ci@; in 1906, $25,828; 
an hmease of s7.223. or almost 39 per cent and despite this expenditure the city bas not 
k e n  cleansed. '' 

The editorial referred to a letter printed in the same edition which questioned the cost and 

'"HOU. John Anderson's Letter," nie Dai& News. July 5. 1907. p. 4. 
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quality of sanitation in St. John's. Faced with rising cons of public sanitation, the municipal 

govemrnent appears to have been cautious about cornmithg itselfto the additional expense 

of an ad-tuberdosis program without a show of public concem and suppon. In short many 

people saw that Hmey's hancial argument was a double-edged sword. 

Many St. John's politicians found themselves confron~g the conwidrum of havùig 

to spend more money to save money. The problem was noted by the commissioners who 

pointed out in the preliminary report of the Royal Commission on Public Health: 

Tbey have found the subject an e~cippliingiy involved and cüffïcult one. touching the life and 
Wits  ofthe people ofthe colorry at many points. and it became early apparent @at a large . - 

ve or- is required to deal with it at a i i  &eCtnrely-l5 

The mounting of an effective anti-tuberculosis campaign would be a costly undertaking. To 

ensure that it was effective Newfoundlanders would have to deal with a broad range of topics 

relating to the disease, such as urban poverty, malnutrition and other general masures of the 

w e h e  and quality of Miee The cornmission& were correspondingly cautious about endoning 

a particular course of action. 

Another problem which some considered was the potential effect of an ami- 

tuberculosis campaign on Newfoundland's image among other nations. During the debates 

over the Tuberculosis Resolutions in 1912 the topic was raised by George Knowling, a St. 

John's merchant, my great-grandfather and Leader of the Opposition in the upper house. 

Knowling spoke against the institutionalisation of an anti-tuberculosis campaign in 

govemment. Whüe he supporteci the management of a campaign agaïnst tuberculosis through 

a private orga-tion he felt govemment involvement would turn it into a source of 

" ~ e p w t  of the Commission on Public Health, 1909. PANL GN US. Fie 1 19a 



patronage for political lackeys. Knowüng feared that the resulting scandals would generate 

publicity in Newfoundland's markets notifyuig them of our need for such a campaign. 

Notv wbat wili be the feeling of people in these places when they read that this counE is 
infecteci with consumption to such an awfiil extent as bas k e n  represented? May not the 
people in these couniries hesitate tefiore ialang out &h, dreadiag whether a certain amount 
of infection may not be bmught with the fish?..How easy it would be for our Norwegian 
opponents to sgread a report that oonsum@on is very bad in Newfoundland that the people 
are saturated with it and probabty the products bmught fiom Newfaundland are infectai 
nïth i tL6  

Thus, the fear oflos  revenues nom the mortality rate was balanced, in Knowhg's case, by 

the apprehension that Newfoundland's competitors rnight use the fact of an anti-tuberculosis 

campaign against her. 

Knowling's fears reflect our conventional perception of merchant thought regarding 

disease as opposed to a capitalist's. In Europe and North Amerka before the nineteenth 

century wdth  was generated in chies mainly through the exchange of goods rather than the 

alteration and processing of goods to add wealth to them Thus the merchant is not dependant 

on a domestic labour force to create his wealth through processes which add value to goods 

as is the capitalia. The merchant simply exchanges goods in the market and his success or 

fdure rests on his skill in anticipating changes in the market's demands. Under these 

economic conditions an epidemic will prompt the merchant to implement a quarantine as he 

attempts to wait out the crisis. In contrast a capitalia cannot a o r d  the potential loss of his 

labour force and atternpts to implement preventative poiicies to avert epidemics. Thus when 

ffiowling was anticipating embargoes ofNewfoundland's products in foreign markets he was 

literally anticipating the reaction of the island's competitors to new market information. 

16 Proceedings of the Legislative Council during the Fourrh Sesion of the Twenty-second General 
tlssernbly of :Vavfoundland, 1912 (St John's : Robinson & Company Press. L 9 12). p. 5 1. 



However, his apprehensions do not serin to have been echoed in the speeches of his 

compatrïots in the upper house. It should also be noted that he also ignored the fact that by 

the early twentieth century, active anti-tubercuiosis campaigns were underway in most 

Western nations- 

The féar ofpubticity regarding tubedosis warrants consideration as it raises another 

issue cemral to the discussion of the public health. The knowledge that tuberculosis was rife 

in their communities hurt the pride of Newfoundlanders, or more particulariy the pride of the 

St. John's middle class. Tuberculosis was a disease which was associated with the poor and 

the lazy. The information presented in the vital statistics presented St. John's and the entire 

colony as iittle better than the (so-cailed) primitive societies of the South Pacinc. Using 

accepted concepts of geography and race, editonalists and correspondents expressed their 

consternation at this condition while atnnning a strong belief in the basic wholesomeness of 

St. John's and its geography. Often letters to the editor would preface descriptions of the 

problems of tuberculosis and the death rate with descriptions of the otherwise healthy and 

beneficent cihate of St . John's. 

... there is hardly an advantage which nature couid offer for the site of any t o m  which is 
denied to St. John's. It lies iÙi.i in the eye of the sun and catches evexy one of its vitalinng 
beams. It embraces a valley whose outïet is the wide ocean, so that it is never without a 
current of refieshing and vivitjing air, and stagnation of its atmosphere is a thing 
impossiile to imagine. '' 

These descriptions served to highhght the senousness of the problem of tuberculosis by 

explicitly stating that the local environment should not produce such diseases. 

This sarne point was also made by cornparhg Newfoundland's death rate with that of 

17, Municipal Marters: Concerning Twenty Mile Pond," The Evenng Telegram, August 23, 1910, p. 
3. 



the tropical colonies of the Empire. 

Our ckaîh-cate wodd not greatly discredit a settlement on the pestifemus Coast of G u i n a  
And it aii cornes from the one cause, dirt. N a m  bas done her best for us= air, ocean and 
land have entered into a conspiracy to Mord us a sihmtion unequaiied in the New Wodd 
for tbc w b o l e s ~ n  upbriaging ofa bardy race." 

A high death rate might be expected in the tropical parts of the Empire which were regarded 

as unhealthy owing to their hot and humid cümates, but it was not expecîed in St. John's 

which with its colder climate should have had a lower death rate. Whiie people expected the 

tropicai c h a t e s  to take their toU on the local white population, they did not expect to find 

a white colony equdy subject to epidernic diseases. At the General Meeting of the APC in 

19 1 1 Sir Raiph addressed the issue of tuberculosis and local conditions. 

Puhomuy âkase here was fat in eucess on the basis of population of any English speaking 
country in the worid and this excess showed itseîf panicularly in St. John's which nature 
&ad so bountifuiiy pmvided with the auxiliarïes of good health, The air was heaithy, the 
climate good naturd drainage excellent Here were a i l  the accessones of a natural 
sanatorium and advaatage had been taken of it by miiay men who had been broken down 
by the climates of West Mca and British Guiana and elsewhere to seek recuperation here 
and had benefitted by a stay here uader favourable ~onditions.'~ 

Newfoundland's climate was not supposeci to be a terminal attliction. But while the residents 

of St. John's may have aspired to a state of grace in a municipal paradise the belief that any 

urban setting could be a pleasant and heaithy one ran coumer to practical experience and 

popular belief 

By 19 10 the Royal Commission on Public Health had enough reliable statistïcs to 

ident* demographic trends in the various districts of the island. Their conclusion was that 

while the tuberculosis death rates were ffig in the outports, the death rate in St. John's 

- - 

18" An Appeal. " me Evening Telegram, October 24, 19 10, p. S. 

I9 The  APC Annuai. " 7he Evening Telegram, May 5. 19 1 1. p. 6. 
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remaineci statiomy-' Thus, wtàle St. John's laboured under the burden of a higher death rate 

the outpons were somehow gainuig an upper hand. This trend played on the romantic ideal 

that saw cities as centres ofirifection and decay in contrast to rural areas which were centres 

of men@ and growth. In 19 12, speaking in the assembly Sir Robert Bond descnbed Iife in 

St. John's during the debate over the T~bercuiosk Resolutions. "Here in this city our nosails 

are filleci with villainous odours arising f?om the gutters, the side walks of some streets, and 

the houses in the prevailing slums, but this is not one's experience in the out port^."^' 

Similarly the daily regime of hard work and £hsh air associated with rural areas and 

outports was believed to create stronger and healthier Newfioundlanders while the sedentary 

[ives of " townies" created weak-ded individuals easily suscepa%le to disease. An article 

nom The Fishennan's Advocate extolling the virtues of fresh air and open windows aated 

that the "strongea and healthiest people are those that work or live in the eesh air. Invalids 

and sickly people go to live in the &esh air in order to be cured? In the early twentieth 

centuq this formula seemed to be playing itselfout in Newfoundland. The city was corrupt 

and enervating: Sodom and Gomorrah on the Atlantic shore. 7ne Evenzng Telegram 

discussed the probiem. 

... alihough St John's poseses more heaith ami more intelligence than the rest of the lsland 
its death rate is enormously worse and that while the rest of the isiand shows a rnarked 
improvement in the death rate from tubedosis. St John's bas remaineci stationary? 

- 

ao~oyol Commt'ssion on PuMc Heah. 1910, PANL GN 2/5. File 119-a. 

" ~raceedin~s of the i c ~ o u  cf Assembîy dunhg dre Fou& Stssiion of the Twenty-second &nerd 
Assembiy of N~owuiland. 191 2 (St. John's : Robinson & Co. Press, 19 12). p. 109. 

22- How to get Fresh Air Without a Draft, " The Fuherman 's Advocate, February 24, 19 12, p. 1. 

U n  Housing and Public Health," The Evening Tekgram, January 14, 191 1, p. 7. 



In this case "townie" inteuigence does not seem to have been any match for the "mength" of 

the outports. The grùn implication of tliis was expressed in 191 1 by Sir Ralph Williams, 

The -mes and chlldrea in the ciiy should be a healthy and stai- race, but k g  
to the cotdiîh6 mk which many werc Iiving a puny pùiched pale ciass of children were 
growing up in many ofan streets. and whea he visited the generai hospital he found every 
fourth or f2tù patient was d e ~ g  h m  hibercuioa-s other tban pu lmow-"  

Wrlliams then continued: "In the outports a healthier race was growuig up than in the W." 

and presumably this stalwart race would eventuaily oveMn St.. John's! 

Much of the discussion of tuberculosis assumed that this environmental approach 

explaïneci the incidence of the disease. However at the same time a slow but steady Stream 

of articles and reports painted a much Werent picture of the squaiid living conditions and 

poveity of- Newfoundlanders. A certain arnount of this type of information was already 

avaüable to the cornmissionen and the public fbrn perennial sources, such as the newspapers 

which OccaSionaUy carried stories of destitution in the St. John's area The following example 

fiom 7he Evening Telegm desmied a farnily üving in St. John's. 

Thme who visited the unfortiinate people 6rst said that they never imagiaed human beings 
d d  iive under such awfui conditions. They dde in the upper flat of the house, which 
was open in d places and in th UllCfer h t  al1 the windows were out and the winds bad 
fidi swaiy in it and sent draughts up through the open seams of the floar overhead This 
under portion of the building was in a ternale condition of fdth, and the wonàer is that 
some disease had aot brdren out in ihe house long agau 

Poverty was rife in St. John's in this period and the above description was fir fbm being 

unique. Many accounts referred to the ünks between disease and poverty. 

Another item which pointed to the problem of poverty was the first report of the 

U"~he  APC Annual, " nie Evening Telegmn. May 5. 19 1 1. p. 6. 

?lut Destitution Case,. The Evening Tefegrcutt, Feôniary 7. 191 1, p. 7- 



Royal Commission on Public Health. This report ciirectly addressed the issue of tiving 

conditions in St. John's. 

A very large numbet o f  tenements tîuoughout the town are W y  d i t  for human 
habitation T h q  are so bad that they camot but degrade those who live in them pbysicaüy, 
M y  and momiiy. These dwellùigs are fiom year to year getting steadily worse. They 
grow mon: müen more l e ,  more unsanitiuy, and more Infécted with Consumption and 
other germ dheases? 

The Commissioners were unambiguous on the problems posed by housing in St. John's. 

However this recommendation and severai others regardhg housing in St. John's appear to 

have been a bit too pointai and the govemment mppressed those clauses of the report 

and did not include them in the Jm~rnaIs of the Harse of Assen& 

In a letter to John Harvey, Robert Watson, the Colonial Secretary, referred to clauses 

26 - 29, and the first paragraph of clause 38, and niggested that a published version of the 

report omit these sections, "...untiI such time as the govenunent are in a position to @ve 

fiirther consideration to the recommendations of the cornmissioners."" The other omitted 

clauses recommended sweeping improvements to housing in St. John's and the regular 

inspection of al rental properties, the improvement of accommodations in the lunatic and 

poor asylums and the creation of a Department of Pubtic Health. The language of the report 

was unambiguous on these points and stresseci th& importance for the continuhg 

irnprovemerit in the public weU-being. The M o n  ofthe govemment to this is some measure 

ofits willùigness to cooperate with its own cornmissioners 

John Harvey appears to have been undaunted by this setback. He recognised the 

- -  
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problem and its comection with the spread of disease in St. John's. Ln 1912 he gave a 

presentation on the problem of housuig in the cita and how this influenced the incidence of 

disease. 

ML Harvey went on to say tbat there couid be very Little hope for impmvement in St. John's 
whiie the houses were getting worse and tbe children were king bmught up under 
conditions which precluded their having ambition for aaythurg better where they grew 
up. He then produceci a map o f  St John's showing that nine-tenths of the consumption in 
tbe city was confineci to a certain area west of Long's Hi11. and that this area was also the 
area ofthe pmrer houses and he said that these houses were aii getting coastantly worse." 

Harvey's solution to this was to propose that the municipal govenunent set up a building 

society and guarantee a 4 percent retum on invesmient as a strategy for improving local 

housing. Ifthe commissioners and the commentators in the newspapers were to be believed 

the high death-rate in St- John's was the result of over-crowding and poor housing and if the 

proper capital could be appiied then the problem could be correaed in a hancialiy prudent 

But, in addition to the distressing living conditions which exiaed in St. John's. 

accounts oflife in the outports, beyond the heipfid eye of the M C ,  indicated that the problem 

of poverty and disease was far fiom being merely an urban phenornena. In one report, JO hn 

B. Wheler, a Justice ofthe Peace, d e s a i  consumption and living conditions in Musgrave 

1 find many fishermen and saïmon catchers and others living in very small houses; the 
ceilings very low. close unventilated moms with a huge stove of Waterloo type f i g  a 
large part of the m m .  1 tried to reason with them upan the impossibility of being ever 
healthy, or of rearing strong healthy, msy children in such close unventilated moms. Some 
pleacled poverty as a reason why thqr d d  not build larger and more healthy houses- There 
may be some tmth in tbis statement in some cases? 

28"Housiag and Public Heaith " Ihe Evening Telegrm. J a n u q  14. 19 1 1. p. 7. 
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Wheeleis acMunt is a rather restrained description of the conditions in rural Newfoundland 

where diseases fkom malnutrition were endemic. This was especially true in the years 

Unmediately b&re 1912 when depressed economic condiaons caused an epidemic of benieri, 

a disease resulting fiom general poverty and a lack of tiesh food, dong the northern Coast of 

~ewtoundland.~~ 

The purpose of these reports was ofien to emphasize the behaviour of the residents 

of the outpon and the necessity of their changing that behaviour rather than the problem of 

poverty in an under-developed economy. It was not unusual for a letter writer to mention 

over-heated, under-ventdated kitchens of outport homes as a major cause of tuberculosis. 

Another outport observer was Ches Roberts, a health educator who travelled around the 

island for the APC. Roberts gave a similar impression of the unnecessary risks taken by 

outpon residents when he discussëd the dirt and sanitation in some communities. 

There are no outhouses for any of the schools. hence a glance at some of the immediate 
surroundings teU a tale. I t  is quite a common thing for some person tiviag in those piaces 
to detail a pitifiil story of such and such a family king swept out of existence by 
consumption I have had several houses pointeci out to me where fkom three to =en 
members bave died of consumption during the past decade?' 

Other problems connected with tuberculosis were publicized by another APC 

employee, Sophie Anderson, a nurse hired in 1909 by the Association to treat people with 

tuberculosis in their homes and to ùistnict and lecture on public health and domestic hygiene. 

Andenon is a good example of an APC stanmember who helped to direct ùiformation to the 

govenunent on the h g  conditions of the poor and diseased. As a nurse b r  the Association 

%.R. Kmwhg. 'LiféstyIes of the Pmr and Destitute: Beriberi in Nonhern Newfoundland from 1905 
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she reported on her work in amcles pubüshed by the local papers as part ofthe APC's overall 

publicity campaign. In one ofthese she describeci her work 

kgan worL June 17th. 1909. as Visiting Nurse and Sochi Worker for the AP-C. Merbod 
ofwock was by mab5ng house caUs looking up Coasumptive Cases. eXamining into their 
history and environment t h e ~  need of etc., and gnring help and advice. The 
cases nerie tben visitai regularly in &ir homes once or twice weekly. and those who were 
üL once and sometimes twice daily? 

Over the coune ofthe year L909/10 Anderson logged 3,447 c a s  and attended 293 patients; 

72 in S t  JoWs and 221 in the outports . She fwnigated 69 rooms, reported 36 houses to the 

Board of Health for fÙm*gation gave 8 lectures on the prevention of consumption and 

conducted three cookkg classes. Anderson can be descnied as working tirelessly on the nont 

lines of the anti-tuberculosis campaign in Newfoundiand. 

Sometirnes articles were also laced with a degrec= ofsexual tension which many social 

worken implied in theü descriptions of the sleeping arrangements in the homes of the poor- 

In one appeal to the public Anderson gave a tiank description of the sleeping arrangements 

in some of the homes of the poor. 

The A-P-C. nurse is continually meeting with consumptive cases in homes where aduits 
who are more or Iess advanmi cases are habituaiiy sleeping with children- The latter are 
thereby placed in great danger of concracting the disease. The nurse has to insist that 
c#sarate beds and beddùig must be provided so that the sound members of the family shall 
not be obligeci to share the same bed and beddiag as the consumptive. It is o h n  impossible 
for these families to obtain such beds and bedding and one of the greatest needs to be 
pmvided for is thcefore kds and beddiag ofany kind-" 

The risk of contracthg tuberculosis fiom a bed-mate was a very real one which should not 

be dismissed. However, Anderson's apprehension's can be read in two ways and at least one 

observer, Marianna Valverde, has noted that social workers and public health nurses Ui 
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Canada often attempted to provide separate beds for the poor in an attempt to prevent the 

social pmbiem ofincest and by implication the rampant reproduction of the lower classes.Y 

As the activitie~ of the Royal Commission and the APC expanded, the iinks between 

tuberdosis and poverty became more apparent. The stafFhired by the APC worked among 

the atIlcted and d e d  their impressions back to the commissioners and the govemment. 

This strengthened the persuasive argument that, whatever the responsibility ofindividuals for 

their problems. some action had ta be taken by the govemment. 

In e d y  1910 Nurse Anderson requested additional powen f?om the govenunent to 

provide relief to the destitute cases she encountered in her daily routine. To support this 

request she subrnitted descriptions of some two dozen patients to the Morris govemment. The 

following are three selected examples of the conditions which existed in Newfoundland's 

capital city. 

Gdfh- 4 Siephen Sneetc Aged 73 years Wifi died of Consumption last mday. Lives 
aione and bas nobody to do a n e g  for him, Received $1 worth of groceries h m  St. 
Vmcent's Society, which I gave out in srnail porrions. 
Mm. Mary Ann MPnsfield. Rilmomy Tubercuîosis. Battesr R d  Aged 53 yrs. Married. 
Confined to bed for 3 months. 8 persons in the M y .  father. mother and 6 children of 
which 2 stay with a marriai daughter. Ehsband carpenter by trade. Gave up work 1st week 
on aocouat of bis wife king si& Live in a poorly built new house. Sanitary conditions not 
g d  Patient in a dybg conditioa Some ofthe other members of the househoid do not look 
weU. Famiïy e m s  to be in W1y cornfortable circwnstances. 
Mm Ivmy. McNeaJ St. Fithy. No good can be done there, (Margin note (handwritten): 
This is the cas 1 toid you of. The woman is sick and ought to be in hospitai. is mistreated 
by busband Order was got to take hm to the hospita1 but she would not go, evideatiy in fear 
of ber busbanci I think the police shouid quietly kecp an eye on thû c a ~ e . 1 ~ ~  

ïhese were probably extreme examples of living conditions in St. John's which Anderson 
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selected to support her request Nevertheles they speak to the misery in which many people 

lived at the tirne and to the conditions which fostered tuberculosis. 

TO her credit Andenon's strategy appears to have been successfiil as her request was 

granted- She was given the authority to recomrnmd, "medical assistance, medicines, clothing 

etc. ", where she felt the situation was warranteci: "The govemment tnist that, while due 

regard to economy is practised. yet that many of these sick people may be helped and 

benefhed in this w a ~ " . ~ ~  This is in strong contrast to Su Edward Morris's comments durhg 

the debate of the tuberculosis resolutions in 1912 when he stated, 

It is mc a question of what it is going to cos, for the money has got CO be found- Again. 
apan tiom the humane side of the question the besr thhg a governent can do is to save 
its people. The people are the assets of a counny, and every life saved is a help. and we 
should do battie for it," 

While Anderson's evidence appean to have moved the government. Morris's statement 

in 1912 suggests a more aitruistic comminent to the policy than the cabinet's 

correspondence. 

The overail impression one gets €rom looking at the justification for an anti- 

tuberculosis carnpaign is that it was easier to talk about tuberculosis as a probiem which 

caused financial difficulties and was the result of din in the streets, than it was to taik 

about the acknowledged social causes of the disease, such as poor housing and poveny. 

Thus while some Newfoundlanders appear to have been ready to confront the problem of 

tuberculosis many others were not. The result of this was a series of conflicting signals 
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over the government's fiscal conmitment to fighting the disease. One was the suppression 

of pam of the Royal Commission on hiblic Heaith's 1909 report, another the granting of 

limiteci authoriry to Sophie Anderson to give relief to the poor. The fical common sense 

of Harvey's social balance sheet appears to have been a weak foundation for the creation 

of an ami-tuberculosis campaign run by government. While it provided the promise of 

reduced costs in the future it seemed designed to increase expenses in the present. But 

Harvey's work was oniy one part of a much more extensive campaign which was 

attempting to spread information about the prevention of tuberculosis throughout the 

colony and until we have looked at that campaign we cannot understand its significance. 



Chopter Four 
A Few Simple Hygienic Laws. 

The death rate and John Harvey's sociai balance sheet sat unwmfortably at the head 

of an organised campaign againsr tuberculosis. While the residents of the outports were 

perceived to have a wide variery of options available to them for theu public heaith 

measures, such as moving a well or an outhouse, in St. John's the density of population 

forbade any great variation in sanitary behaviourl. Despite this advantage in rurai 

Newfoundland the APC undertook an ducational campaign which targemd mrai areas. 

This is made al1 the more peculiar by the knowledge that St. John's consistently reporteci 

higher statistics for the disease than the outports (Table 4). Thus, though the main source 

of the problem was in Sr. John's. the APC appears to have spent a considerable amount 

of its resources teaching tuberculos is prevention in the outports . 

T h l e  4: Cornparison of St. John's district de& mes (per thouand) with dearh rotes 

When the APC was founded in 1908 one of its primary objectives was to raise 

public awareness of tuberculosis. As the authors of the Royal Commission on Public 

Heafth stated in theu fust report, 

The Commission are of the opinion rhat ttiere are at least 1 0  deatbs per aanum in this 
coway fiom tubercuiar diseases of al1 W. and by fàr the greater part of these are 
directIy or iodirectiy due to the mure on the part of our people to observe 

' ~roceedin~s cf the Home of Assembly. 1910. pp. 386-387. 



However, even a campaign to teach "simple hygienic laws" required a staff, a curriculum 

and resources. These were provided by the tacit government sponsorship of the association 

through the Royal Commission on Public Heaith and through public donations. In St 

John's the APC nurses went from house to house inspecting and duecting the hygiene of 

its cesidents. One of these was Sophie Anderson whose work was described in Chapter 

Three. The following quote is a more detailed description of her work in S t John's. 

'Ibe gnu diing aimai at in the work is simple educarioa. comisting in the instruction of 
the patients and theu nmilies in the hygieue of the home. the importance of open air and 
~~~d~Miueo€ami.proprdispodofspunmidtbeiwofcupslodoaplonslod 
the O-ty of sleeping alowz I f tk  patient is bed-ridden the family is taught how to give 
bed barhs. and insnucted in the prevenaon of bedsores, the necessity of separate dishes. 
aiso the propr wrhod of dusting and nvrrpiog the patient's room.' 

Andenon's work would have been conducted in people's homes as she circulated around 

St. John's and the surroundhg communities. While there is no account of the actuai 

content of Anderson's lectures the following quote might give some idea of the general 

themes which they pursued. This quote is taken from The Fishemn's Advocme and was 

written by Dr. Wakeham. 

... d u t  taken h m  the houses of co~lsumptive people who are dirty and vit on the flmr 
aearly always contain Coosumption gemu in large uuxnbers. Dust raken in the same way 
fiom the bouses of Co~~~tll~lptive petsous wbo cake some precautions but are mt 
suficientiy carefui. less fkequentiy contains Consumpaon genns. Dus  taken h m  the 
houses of Consumptive persans who cake every possible are, very m l y  contaias 
CoIlSlllllpcion genns, and dust &en h m  the houses where chere has been no Consumption 
for three years bas mt been f o u i  to contain any Consumptioa germs at di. Diny houses 
where there is much dust and din are always much more dangernus chan clean homes 
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where dust and din is cleaocd up as o f m  and thomughly as possible.* 

Whiie Anderson and the other APC nurses were cuculating through St. John's, 

other health educators. usually men, travelled to the more remote outpom and informed 

residents in siru of how to prevent the spread of tuberculosis. These people aavelled from 

community to community by whatever means available to spread theu message of 

nibercuiosis prevention. They arranged meetings in any avaiiable space: local halls, 

churches, and stores, and gathered Newfoundlanders together in an anempt to make them 

aware of the threat of tuberculosis and the relative ease of its prevention. Regular accounts 

of the work of these dedicated men and women were reprînted in SC John's newspapers and 

were a major part of the press coverage of the APC. The articles were generally simple 

narrative descriptions of the tasks oficially undertaken by the lecturers and provide a 

valuable source of information on the activities of the APC between 1908 and 1912. 

Among these articles, the reports of Ches Roberts are prominent. Roberts was one 

of the f i t  lecturers hired by the APC. He was described as, 

. . .an e#husiastic supporter of the association,. -Mr. Roberts was once a Newfoundland 
teacher and became a consutupave. He eatered a sanatorium at Tmdo [sic], in New York 
State, and bas spent considerabk t h e  SNdying Ihe subject. He is w w  in Philadelphia 
acquainting himself wich the latest phases in the treatment of tubedosis. He has been 
engaged to corne here and teach what he has leamt.' 

Acmunts of Roberts' work show the deliberare strategies he and other health lecturen used 

to amact local attention and establish credibility. Even before his arrival in a comrnunity 

Robens mrdinated his movements with other members of the medical profession in the 

4 ' ~ e  Assofidon for che Prevention of Coonimption." me Fbhennan's Advocate. Febniary IO. 
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area to maximize theu impact and coverage. 

Mr Roberis will get touch with the cornmittee of Teachers wbo meet in St Mm's to- 

momw. and aftamofariiig witû tkm te proceeds to C]areavïiie. and wiii then vint the 
south side of Trinity Bay where Dr. Andema and Dr. Plewes will give hùn effective 
support. As Miss Ardason will also bt u work there. the districts can hPrdly ail to be 
awalPPiied to tbe min k t s  of ihe situation. Mr. Robem w ü i  then p h  to Greeaspond 
and &ter to Noae Dame Bay, taking with him a lanceni for the purpose of illusÛaàng his 
addresses.6 

On arriving in an area Roberts would enlist the support of the local opinion leaders such 

as the merchants, priests and teachers. These people were encouraged to attend the local 

health lecture and by their example show the rest of the population the need to fight 

tuberculosis. The lecturer also used this meeting to arrange for a local venue for his 

presentation. This sometimes posed a problem as die buildings large enough for such 

assemblies often did not meet the standards for hygiene and ventilation of the APC. This 

placed Roberts and other lecturers in the ambiguous position of possibly encouraging the 

spread of tuberculosis by holding large public assembliw in poorly ventilated buildings. 

Roberts agonized about this on at least one occasion in his report. 

The text of Roberts' lectures seems to have been a simple description of the cause 

and cure of tuberculoîis. Accuunts of the lectures emphasize the displays and the lecwer's 

anempts to impress on the locals the necessity of basic sanitary rneasures to fight the 

spread of tuberculosis. The basic message was people were to avoid the germs which 

caused tuberculosis by getting plenty of sunshine, fresh air, good food and rest. Al1 of 

these would strengthen the body against the disease and cure tuberculosis, if it was caught, 

6 w ~ ~  Campaip.' Tlie Evening Telegram, Juiy S. 1909. p. 5. 



in its early stages .' 

In aWition Roberts used displays and the rnost advanced teaching mls  of the day. 

such as the 'pathological table", "pin charts", and a "stereopticon" . a type of slide 

projector, to make his points about the dangers of tubeicuiosis. While there are no pictures 

of the displays, descriptions of exhibits at Roberts' lectures give an idea of its main theme. 

These included messages such as, "The mnect and incorrect way of coughing" , a pin chan 

showhg the death rate by sueets in St John's. and a bottle containing "the liver of a child 

who had died fkom tuberculosisw. Al1 of these musc have made strong, if morbid, 

impressions on the audience.' 

However the morbidity seems to have been lost on at least one observer. Mr. J.B. 

Wheeler, Justice of the Peace in Musgrave Harbour described one of Roberts' 

presentations with the stereopticon. 

The views thmm in succession upon the screen were of nich an entenaining nature that 
besides inslnrcting, they afforded a source of enjoyment to the people present. Robem 
dwelt largely on the different stages thac desnoy the organs of the body and cause a 
wasMg lingering dearh, Mr Roberts was at his besr stiowing how to prevent the hcrease 
of the disease and entreated the mothers and fiathers to assis the A.P.C. by doing di in 
cheir power to save the children h m  its clutches. 9 

There are no detailed descriptions of the slides h m  the stereopticon and we can only 

speculate on their content, using Wheeler's enthusiastic endorsement as a guide. 

Roberts ' mi-tuberculosis work also included some rudimentary community 

7 * Greenspond. " me Doiiy Naus, August 4, 1908, p. 3. 
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planning. A representative of the APC, he acted as a sort of Public H d t h  Officet 

travelling from mmunity to cornmunity. He appears to have made a concertai effort to 

go around each commhty he entend, bpecting their sanitary arrangements and offering 

adviœ for changes where he klt it necessary. In one community he described an encounter 

with a poorly-placed well. 

I made enquiries about the wacer, and wticing a weil on the side of the coad asked if the 
water coLlfained thetein was used fbr drinking purposes They said it wasn't except when 
everything was clan muad. 1 couidn't conceive when rhat was and severai pigs are at 
large here. I pohted out cleady tonight the evils of such water a d  the great danger of 
cyphoid. and made it all the more ezqhtic as at the present Mie in this arm there is a case 
of typhoid. I also haâ something co say about garbage disposai aad the hlthy habit of 
standing in back doors and thmwing aii dirty water out? 

Roberts' advice seems to have been an attempt to bnng greater local attention to the 

problems posed by unhygienic practices, but his action does not seem to have evoked any 

result beyond an assurance from the population that the well would be moved. There is no 

cenainty that this ever took place after Roberts' departure. 

This p i n t  raises the question of the acmal effect which Roberts or the other APC 

lecturers had on a community. It is difficult to know whether any of them were able to 

change the behaviour of Newfoundlanders through their work. To some extent the amval 

of an APC lecturer in a cornmunity must have been regarded as much as a social event by 

the residents as it was seen a, be part of a public health crusade by the lecturer. An excerpt 

fkom Chris Brookes' book, A Pubüç NIcrSunce, possibly gives some insight on the reaction 

a public lecture might have generated in. communities around Newfoundland . 
Brookes describes touring through Newfoundland in the early nineteen-seventies 

IOn APC, " The Evening Tekgram, f uly 30, 19 10, p. 5. 



with the Mumrners Troupe, sUty yean after Roberts and the other heaith Iecturen spread 

their messages for the WC. 

Most of the d e r  communities w e  coureci through had never been played by a theatre 
company. Many of them m l y  even had the oppoRunjty to see nIms, except when some 
travehg d e  man catne thn@ ami showed an oid prùit in the @sh hall. So we were 
a phenomemn." 

Brookes and the players found themselves the centre of great curiosity and hospitality as 

they toured. The shows were viewed as community events which al1 shared in whatever 

theu age. In retrospect Brookes describes a community in the moments preceding a 

Mummers Troupe show. 

The scem in Grey River was typical: a low sunset gilding a long winding ihe of people. 
ewryom from gtaodmothers to babes in anns, slowly mnln'ng their way up the hiil to the 
two nwmi school, each person carryhg a chair. stool, barre1 or cushion (the linle primary- 
grade desks were tm small for Sitting). Somehow the e n t h  community. chairs. srools. 
barrels ancî ail. squeezed into a schooiroorn designed for rhiny of their children." 

Hinoriais might question the cornparison benveen a public health meeting in 19 10 and a 

Mummer's Troupe play in the early 1970's. But Brookes' writing evokes the excitement 

generated by a public entertainment in outpon Newfoundland in an era when outports were 

considerably less wlated. It aiso suggests that the attention which Brookes and the 

Mummers received was proùably somewtiat les dian that which Roberts generated and that 

many people might have viewed a lecture by Roberts more as an entenainment than an 

information meeting. 

These speculations aside, there is very little information about the content of 
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Roberts' lectures and it is almost impossible to know what impact they had on liseners. 

The fommon belief in the St John's press was that the APC's carnpaign was having a great 

influence on the people of Newfoundland. The success of the Iecnirers was descri'bed in 

several articles and was actively promoted by the lecturen themselves in their APC 

reports. Here is how Roberts descf l i  his observations of the campaign's effect in several 

communities. 

Driving through Joe Bans Ann and Banel Harbor between four and five o'ciock this 
morning , 1 had a good oppormmity CO view the windows. There was scarcely a bedmm 
wiadow that was mt open. some a Little. some a great deai. The impression was a desirable 
a m  DriviDg tbrwgh Fogo between six a d  seven the wwfow showing was just as good. 
and some were as wide open as could - al1 over the bouse: the bedroom wbdows were 
open. nie above goes to show thiu our people are al1 awakening to the necessity of having 
plenty of pure air in the houses both &y and night. l3 

The work of the APC to promote health and prevent tubercu~osis was a great success. 

according to the APC. This happy thought was also supponed by declining statistics for 

Table 5: Tuberculosis mrialities, 1905 - 19 12. 

Source: Report ofthe Regktmr General of B i d s .  D& und Mamùges, 1905 - 1912- 

tubercuiosis monality, which supposedly showed Newfoundlanders' growing awareness 

of the hygienic laws necessary to fight the disease. 

Too much catmt be said in praise of the spleadid way in which the various wcieties and 
lobges, aad the clergymen and teaches of al1 denominatioas, corne to the aid of work of 
this Lind. Such actions do quice as much as the lectures. to impress upoa the people the 
urgent rrecessity of such work It is kit very smngly that the stamping out of this terrible 
scourge of consumption depends mt alone u p n  the doctors or on the efforts of any 
Society. but u p n  the inteIligent CO-opecation of tbe p p l e  thmiselves." 

13 The Fight Against Coasumpaon," The Evaring Telegram, Augus 28. 1909, p. 6. 

"'A.P.c. Notes.' The Evening Zèlegram, December 22. 1911. p. 6. 



The APC and its employees seem to have thought they were well on the way to 

achieving dieu implicit goal of bringing Newfoundlanden closer together though the anti- 

tuberculosis movement. The various forces of society were king brought to bear on the 

problem and it seemed that these efforts were having an effect. This opinion was echoed 

by the editorials which complimented the association and its efforts to fighr tuberculosis. 

An editorial in nie Evening Telegram probably summed up much of the official opinion 

on tuberculosis and the APC. 

Everything rends CO sbow tbac the pople throughour our whole island are ww awakenins 
to the e&ts of consumption, and are w w  doing their best to prevent it botb by o p e h g  
their windows. and other methods and there is no doubt that much g d  will resuir. The 
prisent conditions are without doubt due to a Iack of knowledge and not to unwillingness 
to follow the edwuion they ceceive.'' 

Newfoundlander's were a cooperative, if undereducated, people who acted rationally when 

insaucted properly. The victory was of education and cornpliance over apathy. 

This was an important theme in the discussion of tuberculosis, and in the discussion 

of the necessity of an education campaign to Fght tuberculosis. In 1908 a Teacher's 

Conference was sponsored by the APC in St. John's to emphasize the importance of the 

Public Health curriculum to the teachers around the island and make the rnoulders of 

young minds aware of the necessity of including health lessons in theu daily curriculum. 

The conference was one of the fmt events planned by the APC when it was fomed in 

February, 1908. It received considesable support fkom the Roman Catholic. Anglican and 

Methodist churches, and in addition, the Reid Newfoundland Company, which operated 

'"The Fight Against Coosumption." ?he Evening Telegram. July 29. 1909. p. 4. 



the coastal boats and railway, provided free transit for d l  the conference panicipantd6 

The government also, donated $1 ,000 to the Association to assist in organising the event. 

The conferenœ was held in St. John's durhg the fmt week of August, 1908, 

(coinciding with the annual regaita) and and attended by over five hundred teachers. It was 

composed of a hectic programme of speakers and events including a variety of local 

speakers and a lecturer fiom the United States paid to attend the convention. The 

American, Alexander Wüson, spoke on "Teachers and the kvention of Tuberculosis " and 

"The Social Aspects of Consumption". These speeches were iilustrated by charts and slides 

which showed the seriousness of the tuberculosis epidemic and the menace of spiaing or 

a sedenrary lifestyle to a person's healthi7. Wilson emphasized the importance of bodily 

exercise to give tone and elasticity to the chest, lungs and limbs and sounded a hopeful 

note for Newfoundland and its fight against tuberculosis. 

His address was oru= of hopefulness. Newfoundhd had no fou1 m w d i n g s .  ftesti 
air in houses and orhet buildings and plenty of wiiiéow tights, she could combat the disease 
speedily. Her people were mostiy outdoor people, and as a commencement of a fight 
against this disease, he did aot h w  of any country which haci made such a good 
beginaing as this convention proved &ad k e n  made.18 

Wilson's hopeful prognosis for Newfoundland combined with his conventional solutions 

to the problem of tuberculosis played well to the assembled audience. 

However die keynote for the conference was smck at the opening session. On the 

first day several speakers outlined the problem of tuberculosis in Newfoundland and the 

16, Teacher's Convention," The Evening Tekgram, Iuiy 23, 1908. p. 4. 

17" Teachers' Convention, * The EvenUrg Telegram, August 7, 1908, p. 4. 

18 ibid.. p. 4. 



objectives of tk assembly. Dr Herbert Rendell, a Iod physician and member of the board 

of Directors of the APC, taiked about measures which could be taken by government to 

fight tubernilosis. John Harvey, President of the APC, explained his social balance sheet 

to the assembly and stressed the relationship between modity rares and lost efficiency and 

revenues in the colony. Following this the Mayor of St. John's. Michael Gibbs, later a 

minister in Sir Edward Morrîs' government, spoke about the problem of tuberculosis in 

the St, John's area, 

We. Newfoundlanders are an apathetic and careles germarion, but this thing bas got to 
a point wbich the intelligent people among us c m  no longer ignore; and ntst and most 
urgent of all, as the gniwing generatioo must be given a fkir chance. it lies with you 
rexhers to see rhar they do mt -mw up in ignorance of these matters. We want you as the 
saongest wing of this movement. The proper application of the Iessoo you will be taught: 
to the conditions in which you live and labour is in your han& and upon you and your 
efforts the ultimate weai and woe of the Colony wiii largely ~iepend.'~ 

Gibbs was not a particularly saiking public figure but on this occasion he appears to have 

ex&& al1 expectations. Newfoundlanden and especially Newfoundland's teachers had 

to put aside theu apathy and think of the future. If the ignorance and apathy which created 

the death rate were allowed to continue then the children would never have a fair chance 

in life. By el imi~t ing ignorance. mernbers of the APC hoped to give Newfoundlanders 

the necessary tmls to fight disease in general and tubercu~osis in parricular. 

These accusations of widespread apathy called for a political solution to the 

problem. It supposed the creation of an alliance between the opposing interests in society 

to fight against disease for a greater good. The numbers quoted in the vital statistics and 

in the Commission's reports represented the "objective" manifestation of this greater good, 

19- Teacher's Convenaon. " The E w h g  Telegram, August 4, NO8. p. 6. 



the combined interests of al1 Newfoundland's society. The editor of ?he D m  Nnvs 

explained the necessity of this alliance explicitly in terms of the financial benefits which 

everyone would derive ftom it. 

It is weiî wrrù rriog hm a axme&i point of view. apan aitogecber h m  the @ and 
los to tbe -y. Bm to hope for anydiiiig üht succas. it musc be aüacked on all sides: 
by the joint action of the goveromem, the mdid profission, the difirent boPrds of 
health. the press. the plartocm. Sociesy ar large- Without this united d o n  we cannot hope 
to remedy rhe whoIesaie poisoaing of the people ttm is going on cbday." 

This theme was also echoed by the mernben of the House of Assembly when they debated 

the Tuberculosis Resolutions in L9 12. 

Public officiais were not shy in pointing out examples of the "simple hygienic 

laws" which they felt were being ignored and the selfdesmiction which this behaviour 

prornoted. One cause of aiberculosis which was often cited as an example of the need for 

more local education of Newfoundlanders in public health was the poor ventilation and 

overheaùng of many outport homes." In his autobiogrqhy, Su Ralph Williams, Govemor 

of Newfoundland, 1909-1914, described the causes of tuberculosis in Newfoundland. 

[t [tuberculosis] springs h m  their hatred of fkesh air in theu houses. which is universal. 
and from the use of the abominable Amencan stoves which render the living-room of the 
home almost uninhabitable to those unused to them. Their ideas of sanitaïon remind me 
of the srory of a mothet who on taking ber child to the hospital was told by the doçtor, 
"You musc mke his clothes off so that 1 may examine him:" to wùich the reply was, "Oh, 
doctor, 1 cannot do char as I bave already s w n  him up for the winter. 

Williams' opinions reflect as much the popular beliefs of the day as a general 

condescension to the plight of people who came frorn worlds radically different from his 

r o w ~ ~ b e ~ o s i s .  " The Duiiy News, March 16. 1908, p. 5. 

Z1w~ecline,m n e  Dai& News. Febniuy 28. 1908. p. 4. 

22 Ralph Wiuiams, How I Became a Covernor (London: John M m y ,  1913), p. 406. 



own. 

However, discussion in the press made it clear that tuberculosis was "different' 

from other diseases and this made it more difficult to deai with. A contagious disease such 

as typhoid or smallpox was a relatively rare genn in the environment. Although a case of 

such a disease might pose a great threat to the community it could be controlled by 

quarantine; because of its ability to spread and kill rapidly the disease could be controlled 

through a quick response. Tuberculosis, however, although known to be contagious was 

known to be linked to a variety of intemediate factors and also to be a relatively slow 

ki1ler.h the House of Assembly Sir Edward Morris raised the question. 

What then is the secret of the our aparhy and inditièrence in relation to this disease? The 
ouiy anmver can be tbat owing to the insidiou nature of the malady, o u  artention is not 
iuresœd to its danger uncil it is too late. and then wicbing can be doue. A case o f  smdlpax 
is on us and over in a few days. and we not alone cake every precauaon and safeguard to 
protect ourselves, but the authorines placard our houses and quafanane us in order to 
pmtect the public." 

Thus, the main direat posed by tuberculosis was the slow and insidious manner in which 

it could infiltrate and infect uidividuals until they were beyond help. This made the disease 

doubly dangerous as it was generally acknowiedged that an individual in the early stages 

of infection could be helped with the proper treatment. As Sir Edward Morris described 

it in the House of Assembly. 

Now we l m w  tbat no chiid is bom a consumptive. It is one rhing l e s  tbat we have to 
blame on the Creator, to whom plagues of tûis maire were usually amibuted. 
Corwmiption is m longer sent by Providence as was at nrst supposed. but is a genn. and 
it musc enter the body. be retairaed rhere, entertained there. fed there and iive there for 
years and multiply before the seed of consurnption is sowa3 

%uceedihgs of the House of Assembh: 19 12. p. 90. 

24 Ibid., p. 83. 



Thus tuberculosis became a marker for public ~ a t h y  as much as it was a sign of poor 

1 iving conditions and the presence of the bacillus causing the disease. 

The necessary cornpanion to the simple knowledge referred to by the Royal 

Commission was the will u> learn and to improve oneself. This was the quality that many 

observen of Newfoundland society felt was lacking. While other more contagious diseases 

such as srnailpox or typhus reœived âîtention, tuberculosis was rampant in Newfoundland 

and perceived as being relatively ignored by the public? Faced with such a dilemma 

commentaton attempted to detine an overarching cause of the apathy which created the 

situation. One explmation promoted to explain tuberculosis in the outports was geography. 

Their isolation bas d e r  militated against the spread of modem ideas. The cendency ro 
a ü r i i  ai i  dbgs directiy to the Lord's will is miking. Ofien in promothg the campaïgn 
against coosumpaon the first reroark would be: 'Ti the Lord's will that we bave the 
affliction amongst us. and it is w use in us fighthg agaiust whaz he wîiis.' It is rather 
surprisirig how this concepaon really sticks, and a great d d  of siedge hammer talking is 
necessary to eradicate this del~s ion.~  

While the people might have been good and God-fearing and possessed of a multitude of 

other virtues they were aiso in need of instruction to correct rnisapprehensions about k i r  

environment. Another cornmentator blamed the people's religion. 

Amibuhg ail tbings to divine wiii seems to be a @es of fatalistu among rhem, and it 
is ofken dif6cuit to combat tfie belief chat in the matter of disease theu han& are clean and 
rfrey are justified in disclaimiog the obvious ha that bad habits and their mode of Living 
are largely conmbutory to disease." 

Fatalism about tuberculosis allowed people to dismiss the possibility that the disease was 

slbid.. p. 90. 

26 r A.P.C. Report, " Ihe Evening Telegram. September 17, 1910, p. 3. 
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a product of their behaviour and part of their daily lives. People had to accept 

responsibility for dieu situation in life and cease to use their religion as a crutch. In 

another article, from me F i s h m ' s  Advocate, Dr M u r  Wakeham discussed the 

intellectuai state of many people living in the outpom who ignored the dangers of 

tuberculosis . 
Afier travelling in a good many parts of the world 1 have noticed almost universally this 
spirit of C ~ S M ~  about for causes of failure, disease. wrongs. etc., in other people or in 
coodiaons outside ourseIves over which we have no conmi, Before staeting to hunt thus 
vaguely hr  causes of trouble outside our own conmi. would it wt be better always nrst 
to caretüiiy criacize ourseIves and our oum actions in search of such cause? 1 venture to 
say that in many cases we do not need to look fiinber afield, and when we do need later 
co look, fOr fÙnher causes elsewhere, we should be in a better position to find and fight 
them." 

In short the attitudes of individuals allowed them to dismiss the effects of their actions. 

Wakeham's solution was to have people begin m more closely examine their own lives and 

conduct before they nied to shifi blame for the disease ont0 others. 

But. whatever the reason for the moral decay of the wmmunity - isolation, fatalism 

or irresponsibility - it had to be eliminated by a collective act of Newfoundlanden. 

Editorials regarding the anti-tuberculosis carnpaign often focused on the participation of 

the comrnunity as the necessary ingredient for successfuIly fighting apathy and therefore 

tuberculosis itsel f. 

But it is not in the power of the A.P.C. or even of the goverment, or of any institution 
to solve these problerns. It tests in the fh place with THE PEOPLE, We must have the 
c~peration of al1 thoughtfid and intelligent people to back us up, and then schemes wüi 
soon be devised tôr killing out the White Plague, and it wüî become a thhg of the ps t?  

""The M o n  for the Prevention o f  Comumption.' nie F i s h e m ' s  Advocafe. February 3.  
1912, p. 4, 

""The Asociation for the Prevenaon of  Consumption. " The Fisher- 's Advocafe. Januaty 13. 
1912, p. 1. 



Only through the camplete participation of Newfoundlanders would tuberculosis be 

eliminated. The ideal which the campaign aspireci to was the development of an alliance 

between the various classes in society. 

H d t y  6rst. mucual h t y  second, dis br united action benveen the north and south 
poles of ÇOCiery. Capitalist and workingman, master and servant. are equal in this greatest 
of modem missions: there is m distioction of class or quality; disease and death bring aü 
men to a cornmon be l ;  we cannot, by united or any other e f ' n  deféat death uitimately. 
but we have it in our power to combat cüsease. some lOods paniaUy. some efféctive~y.~ 

The power which this u ~ t y  created would be sufficient to lower the rates of rnortality from 

tubercuiosis in the colony and eventuaily eliminate it. 

But at the same tirne as S t. John's editon and the APC attempted to bring to bear 

the power necessary to eliminate tuberculosis, or at least reduce its incidence, they also 

placed heavy sanctions on individuals who did not wnform or were perceived not to 

conform. An article in nie Dai& Navs described a meeting at Greenspond where Mr. 

M.C. Roberts gave a lecture on the causes and prevention of tuberculosis. At the end of 

the article the author went into a general description of the srate of affairs in Greenspond 

and the general progress of the campaign against tubercuiosis in the community . While the 

campaign was generally acknowledged to be a good thing the author remarked: 

It is uue chat apatby aad bostility is rifé among a great many of our people, but. by the use 
of coxnmon seme and cacefuiness, the Board may SOOU have many of these to sweii the 
ranks of tbis contingent of Greeosponders which has enlisteci in the fight for h d t h  and 
ûappims of NewfounûIlud3' 

The anti-aiberculosis campaign in Greenspond appears to have corne up against some ilI- 

defined res istance. 

- - - - - -  

30 Proceedings of the Home of AssembLy, 1912, p. 96. 
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The followiag article appeared in The Evening Telegrm in 191 1 and gives a more 

detailed idea of the reaction of one chanvoman to the advice of the APC. 

We have it a n  the bcst authoricy- thac owing to the char-woman's ~giigeoce in rmt d g  
a sprinkiet wben sweeping the East End Post Office (aithougû repeatedly told to do so), 
@es w i d h g  to get at iheir boxes for mail muter are kquently obiiged to pas  tbrough 
a cloud of germ-laden dut. This we understand. has been going on for some time and 
demPais h m e d h  attention. if for m other nason than h m  a hygienic d poimP 

There was no apparent reason for the Greensponders to Iisten to Mr. Roberts' advice. But 

in the case of the char-woman in the Post Office, the situation was probably complicated 

by the fact that her employer could exercise a cenain amount of influence over how she 

conducteci her daily work. 

What seems to have created a greater reaction in the press was when the various 

elements of the APC staned to bring their messages to the outports. Shortly afier the 

teachers' conference held in St. John's in August, 1908, an article fiom Harbour Grace 

offen some rather sarcastic observations on the sanitary conditions in St. John's. 

As cleanliness is next to Godliness, we would suggesr ttiat the Anti-tuberculosis 
Association pay a visit to the different fish markets of St. John's. Unless they are much 
cleaner ihan some of them, at least, were on Friday Iast, they wiil fhd m m  for 
improvement. Pardon our references to your "beautifUIa city, but while they are 
endeavouring to remove the mote (tuberculosis) h m  the eye of theu brothers in the 
outpocts, they shouid not forger the beam tbat is in their own eye." 

The author's obvious disgust with S t. John's appean to be as much a reaction against the 

complacency of an entrenched élite as agaimt the unsanitary conditions of the city itself. 

Most of the objections to the anti-tuberculosis campaign came €tom The 

F i s h e m  's Advarate, the official mouthpiece of the Fisherman' s Protective Union. The 

32 , A Germ Laden Atmosphere." The EvenUrg Telegram, August 22, 191 1, p* 6. 

33'~otes fimm Secood City,' me Evaing Telegram, August 12, LW& p. 6. 



Union had been founded in 1908 by William Coaker in an attempt to unite 

Newfoundland's fisfiermen agahst the established interests in the outports and St. John's. 

The Union quickly became an effective organisation, forcing St. John's merchants to 

charge less for food and pay more for fish. By 1912 the Union was fümly entremched 

dong the north-east coast and was its political stars were on the ascendent? 

Some of the objections and attacks which were publûhed by the FPU's paper might 

have been inspired by a simple resentment of St. John's position as dismbution nexus for 

the outports and the consequent control it maintained over the Iivelihood of fishermen. As 

one editorial in 7he Advocme put it, 

Lik  in St. John's is füil of sham. The upper class tive entkly for pleasure and sport; one 
would think chat there was a foungin nrnning gold dust continually, to supply rhe vanity, 
and the waste of those people- Men who are caiied businessmen, leave thek offices in 
midday and enjoy their a f i e m a s  playhg golf, while chose who are compelled to do 
business with them must suffer grrat annoyaoces and incon~eniences.~ 

But while there were resentrnents and rivairies to which could be attributed the criticism 

of the govenunent and the ami-niberculosis campaign, there were aiso valid points raised 

on the pages of nie Advocore. Interestingly it seems to have been one of the few papen 

which assumed a relationship between standards of living and wages paid to individual 

workers. One article published shonly after a spring meeting of the APC lefi Iittie doubt 

as to the causes of tuberculosis. 

On Thursday May 4th a meeting of the A.P.C. was held at St. John's: the Governor 

% MacDonald To  &ch His 0w.n 2 Willm Coaùer and the Fisherman 'r Proteniw Union in 
N'oundlond Poütics, 11908 - 1925, (St. John's, Newtodaad: hStitUte for Social and Ecoaomic 
Research, 1987). pp. 1 - 33. 

"'Where is S t. John's and Whithet Teodiag?. ' me F i s h e m  's Advocate. September 23. 19 1 1. p. 
1. 
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ptesided. Several speeches were made; ail mie as t&r as they went, but ody a ponion of 
the k t s  were raiched on. Mr. Harvey didn't tell the m e e ~ g  of the wretched sniff cakd 
forest and oleo, muut;.hned by a bmry conwiied by him. to seIl to the poor fishermen 
at a very me margin of profit, He did not say that some large niill owners had men 
working in tbe iumôer camps aîi wimer giving h e m  this pig oit upon theu bread one meal 
a day and rn n d s  withorrt any. He dïd mt say loggets were weeks without tbis oleo and 
sometimes without molasses. He did not say thirty men were compeUed to eat. d .  
mioke. chew, live. sleep, dry sweaty cIothes. in a tilt 30 feet long by 15 k t  d e .  Let the 
A.P.C. send Dr. Roberts or some other doctor into the lumber camps and publish their 
reports ami die coloay wiii soan discover why so many of out spleudid types of milers and 
pcemanKe graves." 

If Newfoundlanders were dying of tuberculoais the blame could be laid squarely at the feet 

of men like John Harvey. The merchants who controlled the capital on the island and the 

fishery were to blame for the low standards of living which caused tuberculosis. 

Similarly, in a letter to the editor of The Advocate a reader commented on the 

donation of %100.000 for the consuuction of sanatoria around the island by the Reid 

family. Instead of compiimenting the railroad barons for their munificent gift. the author 

attacked their parsimony. If the Reids paid decent wages maybe there would be no need 

for the sanatoria. 

If these gentlemen wanr rr, do some r d  good let them remember the proverb. "An ounce 
of prevention is wonh a pound of cure," and that the best way to prevent the ravages of 
coasumption or other diseases is to give wages chat will enable men to tive in decent 
houses. provide naurishing food and proper clothing for themselves and th& families. 
Then and oot tiîi then wül they accomplis& anything of a tangible 

The upshot of mmrnents such as this and the editor's comments had been neatly summed 

up in an editorial the previous year. 

The men wbo nile, tbe men who have ruied, the men who pretend to speak for the people 
h public platfonns at St. John's, know nothing about the conditions existing amougst 
the milers of the colony. They do not know their wants or what theu Mevances are: they 
are not in touch with the people: they never intenningle with the masses: they never hear 

36 r Editor's Notes." nil Fishen~n's Advocue. May 13, 1911. p. 1. 
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theù rppals n>r nghts or the story of their wrongs-' 

As the assumed cause of the poveny in the outports, St. John's merchants had linle nght 

to critick the victims of theu policies. In fact the act of instituthg an ami-tuberculosis 

campaign becarne an an of deli'berate hypocrisy whkh ignored the role which they played 

as the owners of capifal. 

The anti-tuberculosis campaign's message was spread to the outpom by hired 

teachers and public heaith educaton despite the knowledge that the primary site of 

tuberculosis infection in Newfoundland was in St. John's. This campaign was perceived 

in St. John's as a way of arresting the moral decay which was the ultimate cause of the 

disease. While the St. John's middle class saw this message of moral conduct and 

tuberculosis prevention as the simple communication of information necessary for the 

p revention of disease, in some quaners the APC 's message generated considerable 

resentment. 

In the outports the MC'S message was felt deeply and people used the association 

to highlight the hypocrisy of St. John's residena who lobbied for cleaner and healthier 

communities without lwking to the eanomic causes of many of these complaints. Amcks 

on John Harvey and the Reids pointed out that the decisions made by these people 

materially a f f d  Newfoundlander's economic well-being. One organization which was 

able to benefit fkom this class and regional animosity was the Fisherman's Protective 

Union. While the leaders of public opinion strove to create a more unified community of 

38, Editor's Notes," The Fbhennan's Advocare, May 13, 1911, p. 1. 
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Newfodanders to fight tuberculosis, they were essentiaily 'blindsHiedm in the outpom. 

Theu unwillingness to address the economic issues of tuberculosïs fed support for the 

FPU, inxeased debate over economic issues and reduced the political homogeneity of the 

colony . 



Conclusion 

In chapter one I attempted to explore the main debate in the historiography of 

~berculosis which 1 summanIed in the &on, "what causeci the decline in the incidence 

of and modities h m  aiberculosis?" There is n, definitive answer to this question in this 

thesis or the existing litetanire and the debate does not seem to be designed to produce 

one. The three schools of thought are based on sets of categories which do not create an 

overlapp ing set of discussions. Despite this, the " interventionist " , " historicist " , and 

"epidemiologist" groups are involveci in an active and continuing discussion of the 

importance of the various historical forces in the defeat of tuberculosis. 

Instead of pursuing this discussion 1 have followed a developing body of literature 

that is re-examining the anti-niberculosis movement. Rather than asking what caused the 

decline in the number of tuberculosis deaths, it is more concerned with the ideologies 

which created the anti-tuberculosis movement. Questioning the political, social and 

economic theories which motivated the movement has revealed some of its more 

unpleasant aspects. Examples, such as the failure to implement BCG vaccination and the 

treatment of individual patients by their physicians. as described by Smith, Bryder, and 

Feldberg suggest that the altruism displayed by many ami-tuberculosis medical crusaden 

reflect that therapy and public health are commoniy shaped by ideologies which emerge 

outside of medicine. In this context the question I have been asking might be phrased, 

"Why did the anti-tuberculosis rnovement occur in Newfoundland between 1908 and 

1912?" 

The evidence presented in this thesis on perceptions of disease and tuberculos is 
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shows that in the early twentieth cenniry Newfoundlanders found it exceedingly d B k ~ 1 t  

to ralk about individuah and disease. Newspapers could discuss such is~ues as disease and 

education, disease and dirt, and d b e  and economics, but were unable to develop a 

consensus in the colony . While commentators discussing tuberculosis took strong stands 

on the problems of "ignorance'. 'din" and economic underdevelopment, they were 

unable to debate issues which recognised that to prevent tuberculosis deaths mettiods of 

disuibuthg more resources to the poorest memben of the cornmunity had to be developed. 

In this respect Newfoundland 's anti-niberculosis campaign strongl y resernbles those in 

Great Britain and the United States. 

It is not surprising that the whole foundation of the debate of niberculosis, 

governent statistics, has recently been questioned by Linda Bryder in the pages of the 

Joumaf Qthe Mal Haoq of Medicine. Bryder states that there was considerably more 

difficulty and debate over the symptoms of tuberculosis during this period than is 

suggested in Newfoundland"~ newspapers. These discussions were both medical and social 

in their character. In terms of medical science it was often difficult to conciusively 

diagnose a person as having tubercuiosis because the symptoms of severai chest cornplaints 

were similar. Thus, cases of pleurisy, pneumonia, bronchitis and tuberculosis were often 

confbed. The result was Mse positive and false negative diagnoses. Additionaily , medical 

practitioners okn mis-reporteci cause of death to dlow families to collect on life insurance 

policies which would have been invdidated if the individual were found to have had 



tuberculosis.' 

Tuberculosis, and disease generally, wen part of a much wider debate on 

"modernisation". 1 have chosen to use this term as t feel it is less loaded with connotation 

chan a term like "National Efficiencyn. This is not to Say that "modernisation" did not 

contain prejudicial social agendas which created th& own special f o n s  of misery. The 

discussion in the Newfoundland press of 'modemizationw covered a variety of topics From 

editorials on public parks and macadarnized roads to advertisements for gas stoves and 

sanitary milk. Tuberculosis figured here as a symptom of an older society which had to 

be swept away for the creation a new type of cornmunity basexi on the assumptions of 

paternalistic democracy and science. Tuberculosis was a concrete prob lem w hich needed 

to be correcteci and anticipated a society based on social assumptions similar to those 

aiready in existence but with the addition of new technologies, such as elecmc power and 

automobiles, allowing for the reduction in the operating expenses of the community . 

This positivist approach ro tubercuiosis helps one to understand phenornena like the 

APC, the Reid's gift of sanatorïa to the government and John Harvey's social balance 

sheet. Once identified as a concrete problem, the vitai statistics linked the incidence of the 

disease to the well-king of colony through the death rate and the budget. If the death rate 

went down then the expenses of the colony were reduceû and "profits" increased. Thus the 

cycle of growth would continue and "modeniizationw would be assured. 

1 L i  Bryder. "'Not Always One and the Same Thing': The Registration of Tubercuiosis Deaths in 
Britain, 1900- l9M. ' n e  Joumaf of the Socal History of Mcdicine. Vol. 9. no. 2 (Augun. 1996). pp. 
253 - 265. 
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This message was backed by a swng moral argument which kmked to the 

individual, as the foundation of the community, for support. The role of the citizen was 

central to developing a response to tuberculosis. The educational carnpaign against the 

disease penistently emphasized its preventable nature and the corresponding "simple 

hygienic laws". The occurrence of the disease was explaineci in the press through the use 

of tenns such as "apathy" and "ignorance" which played on the guilt of readers. This 

message then also translated into observations on  the living conditions of individuals and 

shifted responsibility for the disease ont0 the patient. 

However, the St. John's middle class faced problems when it tried to implement 

solutions to nrberculosis. Outside "the city " people had different ideas about the ancillary 

debates on the tuberculosis problem. There was no disputing the problem of tuberculosis 

or the need for a political as well as a medical solution, but there was a considerable 

debate over how this was to corne about. While the educational wnpaign of APC and the 

Royal Commission on Public Health pointed a finger of responsibility at the outpons. the 

FPU pointed at the governent and rich families in St. John's. If the residents of 

Newfoundland's outports were ignorant and irrational then they responded in kind, calling 

the residents of St. John's immoral swindlers. Thus, instead of uniting Newfoundlanders 

under the leadership of the St. John's business class, the anti-tuberculosis campaign and 

the resulting Tuberculosis Resolutions seem to have created more political tension between 

the city and the outpons than they resolved. 

At the same t h e  as the ami-tuberculosis campaign was king fought in the outports 

and " Reform " was bombarding the readers of 7he Evening Telegrm with his invective we 
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should aiso consider the acavities of the medical pmféssioiials in St. John's. Many of them 

took part in the campaign against tuberculosis. However, theV role appean to have b e n  

fairly rnarginai comparecl to the work of the lecnuen and public heaith nurses such as 

Ches R o b  and Sophie Anderson. The exception to this seems to have been Dr. Arthur 

Wakeharn who donated his the  to fight tubedosis and appears to have made it a special 

project to write articles for î k  FIShennmt's Advucate. Despite the relatively large number 

of medical professionais who signed up to the Board of Directon of the APC in 1908 only 

Wakeham appears to have been publicly engaged in the Association's campaign. 

One possible indication of the muon for this mured in late 1910 when the docton 

in St. John's attempted to mise their fees. This "Doctor's Strikew was shouted down in the 

S t. John's press fairly quickiy. Yet, the saike was signifiant as it suggests that the docton 

of St. John's perceived themselves as underpaid. A govemment-sponsorai anti-tuberculosis 

prograrn would dlow the medicai professional to become a public servant, a position 

which offered security, authority and persona1 financial rewards. In short, for the medicai 

professionai in St. Job's in the early twentieth century there was Iinle incentive to become 

d k t i y  involveci in the anti-tllberculosis movement, but there was a considerable incentive 

to fossr such a movement as a way to gain access to govenunent resources. 

But where do these themes leave James Kavanaugh whose obituary notice is at the 

beginning of this thesis? At the end of the February 28, 1908 meeting which created the 

APC Sir Wiiliam MacGregor made a short speech patting the assembled crowd on the back 

for their good sense in creating the association. At the end of the speech MacGregor 

reveaied to the asembly that earlier in his life he had been affiicted with tuberculosis and 
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had fecovered. Thus, the Governor was gratifiai to see the public extending theu helping 

hand to the v i c t h s  of the disease. Tuberabsis couid be beaten, and the Governor was the 

living proof. In nie Dai& NW, Thc Evening Telegram and The Evening (=hronicle there 

was Iittie or no mention made of MacGregor's affliction beyond a simple account of the 

statement. It warranteci almost no comment in the press. 

The over-arching silence regarding p e m d  experiences with tuberculosis is broken 

only by Kavanaugh's defeat. In a patemaiistic cornmunity such as Newfoundland in the 

early twentieth century the image of a dead James Kavanaugh was more powerhl and 

validateci the beliefs of a literate middle class more than a living fisherman, or a Govemor 

for that matter. In death Kavanaugh was as quiet and obedient as the silence which 

surrounded other Newfoundlanders living with tuberculosis. 
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